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2 CONFIDENTIAL 

From: R B SAUNDERS 

MR PERETZ 

Date: 10 September 1986 

cc 	Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Cassell o/r 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Evans 
Mr Scholar 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Kelly 
Mr Grice 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Hudson 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

Sir Peter Middleton has seen your minute of 8 September. 

He thinks that the monetary section should be very short. 

There should be a review of the year so far and a comment on 

the satisfactory position on inflation and money GDP. He would 

emphasise MO and the exchange rate as indicators and would like 

to ignore £M3 altogether if possible, leaving open the option 

of dropping it next year, although he thinks that might not commend 

itself to the Chancellor. 

Any discussion about financial innovation should be set 

in the context of the Big Bang rather than monetary policy. He 

also thinks it would be useful to put the whole discussion in 

an international context if that could be done reasonably shortly. 

Another possible theme might be a look forward to gilt auctions. 

He would not make much of the credit standing of the FRN, 

given possible echoes of the late 1970s. 

R B SAUNDERS 
Private Secretary 
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FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 15 SEPTEMBER 1986 

MRS LOMAX 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

 

cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Ilett 
Mr Hudson 

The Chancellor has seen the attached article in Forbes Magazine for 

September 22nd. He feels that the thought that much of the 

innovation in financial markets has been of a hedging/risk reducing 

nature (prompted by increasing market volatility) might be worth a 

mention in his Mansion House speech. 

A C S ALLAN 
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AIIP you confused by Dates and Darts and options and futures 
and program trading and zeros? Do you find all this frenetic 

trading alarming? Don't write Congress. Relax and enjoy it. 

What's with the 
casino society? 

F OUR TIMES A YEAR the 
stock market under-

goes a nifty bit of high-speed action durmg what's 
known as the triple witching hour. Then, trading can send 
the market up or down 40 points in just 30 minutes, and an 
unwary investor can get his or her ears boxed: The simple 
purchase of IBM could turn into a nightmare if the buyer 
decides to place an order when the price is 144, only to find 
that it has spiked up to 150 a nanosecond later. Or, down 
that much. Either way, too hairy for a lot of people. 

That's trading programs at work, big players arbitraging 
discrepancies between stock prices and the options and 
futures on stock indexes. If IBM has spiked up like that, 
it's because the stock had fallen behind the indexes and 
program traders have bid it up. 

Critics--disgruntled small investors, drubbed money 
managers and even usually savvy observers—tend to re-
gard these new trading strategies as the devil's work, 
degrading financial markets into crapshoots. Especially 
since scarcely a week passes without the debut of another 
arcane vehicle Isee cbart, below). Have the new instruments 
become the means for speculation so raw that it frightens 
ordinary Investors away? 

It alarms some people that many of the new instru- 

ments, the so-called deriva- 
tive securities, have become 

more important than the markets they shadow. The value 
of all NYSE-listed securities traded daily now averages 
$3.3 billion, while the underlying value of stock options is 
three times that-411.2 billion. More options on IBM are 
traded than the number of shares traded. In fact, the price 
of il3M stock is now primarily set in the options market. 

For doomsayers, all this becomes one more indication 
that the U.S. is degenerating into what a weekly business 
magazine called "The Casino Society." While such over-
simplifications may spook the nervous—and sell maga-
zines—they are so wide of the mark as to be almost funny. 

The truth is that the new financial instruments repre-
sent a mostly healthy evolutionary response to a vastly 
changed economic world. 

In the past 15 years the financial markets have under-
gone a remarkable transformation. Along with the changes 
wrought by the internation1li7qtion of the world's econo-
my and improvements in communications technology, 
the markets have become unusually volatile, jumpy, wide-
swinging. Bonds move sharply, the foreign exchange mar-
ket undergoes lightning-fast shifts in currency strengths 
and weaknesses, and commodities prices lurch from 
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Weis to lows. 
y that this volatility 

has reased risk is a big un-
derstatement. Where bonds 
were something you bought 
and held until maturity, they 
are today just a tradable piece 

paper like any other: Buy 
them at the wrong time and 
hold them too long, and you 
can lose 20% or 30% of your 
principal. The U.S. dollar 
bought 2.34 Swiss francs in 
1984 and only 1.65 Swiss 
francs in 1986. Currency 
swings of that magnitude 
make toreign trade and in-
vestment extremely risky. 

How can foreign trade go 
on in such an atmosphere? 
How can the long-term bond 
market function? How can 
any business person plan be-
yond a few days? 

The answer is this: The 
burst of new instruments is 
nothing more than a re-
sponse to these vastly in-
creased risks. Indeed, most of 
the exotica are specifically 
designed to hedge against an 
uncertain financial environment. As Dean Richard West 
of New York University's Business School observes: "If 
the world were stable, I think a lot of this talk about 
hedging this, speculating that, swapping this, exchanging 
this and floating that would simply go away—it just 
wouldn't be necessary." 

Even more pointedly, Steven Figlewski of New York 
University observes: "In the 1980s, if there hadn't been a 
Treasury bond futures market where dealers could hedge 
their positions, it's quite possible that the long-term bond 
market would have dried up." 

Consider, for example, two responses to the erratic 
course of interest rates: 

Orme Ilearewiltpre Grote 

When interest rates 
started shooting for the stars 
in the 1970s, investors found 
they had enormous incen-
tives to lock in those rates. 
The answer? In 1982 along 
came zero coupon bonds to 
protect against reinvestment 
risk. Says Stanford Professor 
William Sharpe: "Zeros pro-
vided a riskless instrument 
for investors who were look-
ing out over 10, 20 or 30 
years. Before zeros, they 
could buy Treasury bonds 
but would have to reinvest 
the stream of interest pay-
ments at uncertain interest 
rates. A zero will just pay you 
the lump sum 10, 20 or 30 
years from now." 

Zero coupon bonds, un-
heard of ten years ago, are 
one of the most popular of 
the new financial instru-
ments. In essence they are 
bonds stripped of interest 
coupons and selling at the 
discounted present value of 
the principal at maturity. In 
an atmosphere of stable in-

terest rates, no one would bother with zeros. But in today's 
volatile markets they serve a useful purpose—not for spec-
ulation but for investment. 

Without the new financial instruments, the U.S. mar-
ket for home mortgages might well be in total collapse. 
How could a bank lend for 30 years at a fixed rate when it 
hasn't the foggiest notion what interest rates will be next 
month—let alone 30 years from now? Today, therefore, 
banks hedge against a steep rise in interest rates by making 
floating-rate loans. But borrowers want caps on how high 
those interest rates can float. Thus, in 1982, banks started 
hedging against the possibility that interest rates would 
rise above the caps by taking short positions in the bond 
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• futures market. Here, caps 
hedge risk for one party and 
create risk for another who, 
in turn, transfers the risk to 
yet another party. 

Hedging like this makes 
sense. Consider the futures 
markets, which offer a clas-
sic way to hedge holding in-
ventory in the present. Farm-
ers, for instance, can use fu-
tures contracts in the 
commodities markets to pro-
tect against the risk of hav-
ing farm prices move against 
them. Since farmers are long 
the commodity—they own 
it—they take a short position 
in the futures market. That 
way, if farm prices tall, they 
will lose money on their in-
ventory but make money on 
their short position. 

Robert Johnson of fohnson 
Farms in DeKalb, Ill, has 
been using the futures mar-
kets for seven years. And 
profitably. In 1983, for exam-
ple, corn prices were high. 
Johnson wanted to lock in 
those prices, so he jumped 
into the futures market and sold short 1986 contracts at 
1983 prices—and made a bushel when prices fell. 

Ditto for business people who must make transactions 
in different currencies. They can take offsetting positions 
in the foreign exchange markets. Take Colgate-Palmolive, 
a firm doing lots of business abroad. This year, for in-
stance, the company was nervous that the Australian 
dollar would fall and deck the value of its royalty pay-
ments in Australia. So Colgate-Palmolive sold short Aus-
tralian dollars. IGood move: The Australian dollar has 
declined against the American dollar.) 

Brokerage houses, of course, have been hedging their 
holdings of stocks and bonds against a price collapse for 

years. Says Professor Myron 
Scholes of Stanford, "Broker-
age houses could be making 
money by turning over their 
inventories at the same time 
they are losing money on 
their holdings, so they go 
into the options or futures 
markets to offset inventory 
risk." 

Even corporate treasurers 
have caught on. Say a firm 
receives a big lump of cash. 
Instead of going out and buy-
ing a bond, the corporate 
treasurer will now both buy a 
bond and sell short on the 
financial futures market, 
thus locking in the com-
pany's return against a sud-
den surge in interest rates. 

Possibilities for hedging 
encourage investment for the 
simple reason that without 
the ability to reduce risk, 
there would be less invest-
ment as people sought to 
avoid risk. 

Do these instruments cre-
ate opportunities for specula-
tion as well? Of course they 

do. But they transfer risk from those who don't want to 
bear it to those who do. 

Do the new instruments divert money from investment 
into speculation? Quite the opposite. They enhance li-
quidity in markets, and liquidity encourages investment: 
How many people would dare—in today's wild world—
make a long-range fixed investment from which there was 
no reasonable escape? 

Specifically, consider how two new instruments—mort -

gage-backed securities and Junk bonds—create liquidity. 
By pooling small-denomination mortgages into securi-

ties that look like bonds. savings and loans can sell mort-
gages to a different class of investor. Thus. they permit 

Steven Figleuski, New York University 
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Minn labkdo thak to divert funds from 
thiP6nd to the mortgage 
market. And the ability to 
sell off their mortgages 
makes thrifts more willing to 
provide mortgages--even 
when interest rates are high-
ly unstable—at a lower cost. 

• Companies with ques-
tionable pasts, or no pasts, or 
overloaded balance sheets 
used to have trouble raising 
money. Now, however, junk 
bonds make it possible for 
these companies to offer a se-
curity that is somewhere be-
tween a bond and an equity 
as a source of funds. More 
speculative than ordinary 
bonds? Of course, but also 
more lucrative. 

In both cases, something 
relatively illiquid has be-
come liquid, and risk has 
been shared. 

Is there such a thing as too 
much liquidity? A certain 
old-fogy attitude is outraged 
at the thought that every-
thing can be turned into 
money quickly. The thought 
seems almost saciilegious. Maybe so, but times change. 
Yesterday's sacrilege is today's orthodoxy. Says Hayne 
Leland of Leland O'Brien Rubinstein Associates, a Los 
Angeles investment management firm, "As long as every-
body has confidence, liquidity is very useful. And it's 
unlikely that everybody will be irrational at once. There's 
always a price low enough to induce somebody to buy." 

But what about the fear of too much speculation? The 
traditionalists forget that one person's speculation is an-
other's hedge. That is, one side of a transaction might be a 
player who is taking on a lot of ask, or speculating, while 
the other side aught be a player who is Laying off risk, or 
hedging an existing position. 

Take the options market 
for specific stocks. An option 
gives the holder the right, 
but not the obligation, to buy 
(a call option/ or to sell (a put 
option/ something at a spe-
cific price during a specific 
period. Options permit peo-
ple to hedge positions in ac-
tual stocks. 

If you're long IBM, you can 
lay off the risk of having 
IBM's price go down by ei-
ther selling calls or buying 
puts—either strategy will 
limit how much money you 
would lose if the actual price 
of IBM goes down. (And limit 
how much money you'd 
make if the price goes up. 
That's nothing more than 
the familiar risk-reward 
tradeoff—nothing specula-
tive about it.) 

People forget that using 
options to hedge is actually a 
more conservative, less risky 
way to play than just plain 
owning the security. 

Just as the promise of vast 
gains keeps speculators in 

the market, the ability to hedge keeps investors in there, 
too. The stock index futures market, for example, allows 
investors to hedge movements in the overall stock market, 
and thus reduces concern that their cash positions will 
move against them. Meaning, they can hold on to stocks 
they like even when the overall market is heading down. 

Of course, in these examples, there very well could be an 
investor on the other side—selling uncovered puts or calls, 
or going short in Treasury futures—takuig enormous risk. 
Is that bad? Different people have different tolerances for, 
and abilities to withstand, risk. The sophisticated new 
instruments are risk-differentiated ;  lust as more and more 
consumer markets are being fragmented today to cater to 
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other band, sends that 	= 
dex up to 110. Discrepin-
eyi The Index sells a good 
deal higher than the value 
of its component stocks. 
Priigrain trade:re thrive on 
discrepancies. 

The computer spots this 
discrepanty and figures 
that it can buy the actual 
stocks cheap. Thus, the 
discrepancy triggers trad-
ing programs to short the 
futures and buy the stock 
simultaneously. 

When the program is ac-
tivated, attempts to buy 
the stocks at the old prices 
chive the pricas higliet in 
the cash market, while 
selling in the futures mar-
ket causes those prices to 
drwpt. Theoretically, at 
least, the buying and sell-
ing of stocks and iiitures 
will cause the two Markets 
to reach Nuilibrium. Thus 

I t's 3:30 on the after 
noon of Mar. 11, and 

the volume on the New 
York Stock Exchange is : 
riding along at 166.1 teul-,. 
lion. Suddenly—frenzy. A 
billion-dollar trading 
binge convulses the stock 
market. Torrents oi buy 
and sell orders ' rush in. 
And when the market 
doles, the Dow has 
jumped 43 points and vol-
ume has topped 187 mil-
lion. Program trading (see 
gory) has struck again. 

What gives? Stanford 
professor of anance Wil-
liam Sharpe gives the fol-
lowing—very stripped 
do wn—explan a tion. 

. Imagnie that three 
stocks form the sa.P's 

, 500, or the cash market_ 	William Sbaspe, Stanfird flakersity 

-- One trades every hour, 	••Compaster powwow airee't eerewhas up the 

." and the other two trade 	market. Thew are sashhuir it awe greleata• 

every day or so_ And then 
' let's say that neat' the close of the day some information has program trading made the market more efficient 

comes in indicating that the economy is set to fly. 	in a given week program trading accounts for perhaps 

, 	This probably means all three stocks will look more 20% of the turnover in stocks. But it is really the triple 

t valuable to inv estors. The more liquid stock trades witching days—which occur four times a year, toward 
I immediately, and its pece goes up to reflect the news. the end of the quarter, when urrrmary stock options, 
. The prices of the two more illiquid stocks, however, Sek.P's Index futures and Seirs Index options expire at 
- stay the same. Thus, the S&P's goes up catty slightly:--. the same time—that unsettle investors. On these days 

leas than the good news Wrilati seem to ,fustify. 	eloauvuter-driyen sell programs can mil the markers, 

. 	Meanwhile, traders are ho...y tratring the SaPs Index causing szag awin.gs and tremeneloos vollune. But Hans 
futures, wheat transaction casts are cheaper than in the Stroll, a Vanderbilt University professor of finance, re- 

. cash market They An buying based on the exp.ftetatiott eamtly conducted a study for the exchanges that found 
that the ;does of the andealying stocks will skaattly rise. that the triple witching hour has no more effect on a 

.:. This specisaa, of euerse,,,y, suppembids up 
our 

 prthtereticaloi the sarfurarsesoao lug  ,o_partieniralarst an
y 

flat.k than a large bitaa trade, which could 

L. 100 before the geed scars And ler* say thet*"..014, - If you Are the Pleasy type, best thing is to  stay away 

. news its value -*void be IM. But, becatste theicititiititArierst the markets at triple witching time_ Otherwise, 

t. illiquid stocks that haven't been kid ep, the Sihn relax. The whole process i3 making inv ,P4dng beater, 

climbs only to 104. Stay buying in the fumes, tit the sot worse- --harry Name& 

individual tastes, 30 are security markets. 
And what about concerns that the new Instruments 

permit too much leverage? "Combining leveraged assets 
with other assets. like Treasurys, could result in a portfo-
lio with little net leverage.' says Professor Scholes. He 
means that it is quite possible to put 10% oi a portfolio 
into options and the other 90% into Treasury bills, thus 
creating a low-leverage strategy. 

Vital to many of these new instruments is something  

called the Black-Scholes option valuation formula—the 
1973 brainchild of Fischer Black and Myron Scholes. Mark 
Rubinstein, a professor at the University of California, 
Berkeley, speaks for most financially literate players when 
he calls Black-Scholes "the most important discovery ever 
made in financial economics." Why? "It showed how to 
generate different patterns of return over time," he says. 

Consider, for example, a traditional pattern: buying and 
holding a stock. 

If you buy and hold, the stock might go up and you could 
make a profit, or it might go down and you could lose 
everything. A second pattern, one with options. changes 
your oak exposure and varies your returns as the price of 
the actual stock changes. 

Say you bought MM at 150 and bought a put option on 
IBM with the exercise price of 150. You will, of course, 
make money on the stock if the price of IBM goes above 
150, although the value oi your put option will fall. Con-
versely, if 113M falls below 150, the value of your put will 
go up. Clearly, using options creates a different pattern of 
return than just buying and holding. This particular option 
strategy allows investors to participate in most of the 
upside potential while insuring against most of the down-
side risk. It creates insurance—although the insurance 
costs money. 

Says John Donaldson of Columbia University: "One 
cannot overestimate the importance of Black-Scholes. It's 
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curfely used to price every-
thing in the world—from 
risky debt to mortgages—be-
cause they can all be viewed 
as options." 

Consider Ginnie Maes, 
which arc securities with 
implicit options. Because 
homeowners are able to refi-
nance their mortgages, the 
investors who lend the 
mortgage money have, in ef-
fect, given homeowners an 
option to call the loan. 
Thus, when you invest in a 
Ginnie Mae, you have 
bought a security but you 
have also sold an option. 
And that presents a pricing 
problem. As William Silber 
of New York University 
asks: "How do you value 
that option in terms of the 
price of the security—what 
should I pay for the mort-
gage payments you will give 
me, and how much should 
you pay me for the option? 
It is very complicated to 
evaluate." 

That is where the compli- 
cated mathematics of the Black-Scholes formula comes in. 

Not that Black-Scholes immediately provides the cor-
rect price. Investors modify the formula and obtain slight-
ly different prices. Then they buy or sell, assuming their 
price is the true price and that until the market discovers 
that, they can arbitrage the mispricing. 

All this furious trading has not gone unnoticed. Indeed, 
it has prompted some critics 
of the new scene to complain 
that the ''volume of transac-
tions has soared beyond eco-
nomic purpose." 

Granted that iust about ev-
ery new instrument is aus-
priced when it is introduced, 
and granted that a large re-
turn goes to the people who 
get in there first and work at 
taking advantage of the mis-
pricing. But as they take ad-
vantage, the mispricmg be-
comes less pronounced. This 
hardly constitutes mindless 
trading. Instead, expioitmg 
price discrepancies will bnng 
the price back into line, thus 
increasing the efficiency by 
which capital markets allo-
cate capital. 

There are, of course, rea-
sons for the avalanche of new 
securities other than for 
hedging and for altering pat-
terns of return. Two of the 
most important 

Tax advantages. Or, as 
Mark Rubinstein observes, 
"Occasionally these strate- 

gies introduce a way of trans-
ferring money from the gov-
ernment to you." Take the 
Dutch Auction preferred 
stock, which allows corpo-
rate investors to claim the 
85% tax exclusion on divi-
dends but keeps its yield 
close to the market through 
an auction process held every 
49 days. 

Replacing common equity 
with junk bonds in a corpo-
rate financial structure also 
produces tax advantages—
whether it is a self-imposed 
restructuring or a takeover: 
Interest on the debt is tax-
deductible, dividends on the 
common stock are not. 

Cost advantages. Com-
puter technology has low-
ered the cost of formulating 
the complicated strategies 
behind the new instruments, 
and the new instruments 
themselves have lowered the 
cost of transactions. And, as 
with anything, when it be-
comes cheaper to do, people 
do more of it. 

Says Bill Sharpe: "There's a massive amount of comput-
er power available today that just wasn't there ten years 
ago. The analytic engines are a lot cheaper." 

As for transaction costs, one estimate is that 15 years 
ago futures indexes and other dynamic strategies might 
have been ten times more expensive. Today investors can 

costs by buying an index fund, 
which permits them to buy 
the whole market rather 
than hundreds of individual 
stocks; they can then trade 
this one instrument instead 
of hundreds. Indeed, most 
people sell or buy the futures 
because it's cheaper. And 
more liquid—that's why 
news shows up first in the 
futures. See box. p. 156.) 

All this is complex and 
perhaps confusing. People 
instinctively—and out of 
mental laziness distrust 
complexity and change. 
Many yearn for a simpler 
world where a stock was a 
stock and a bond was a bond 
and a mortgage was a mort-
gage. A world where your 
home was your castle, not 
just another financial asset. 
But those days are gone, and 
as the economic world has 
changed, new forms have 
emerged to deal with it. The 
best advice for the cautious 
and conservative is: Don't 

fight the new world; learn to 
live in it. • 

economize on transaction 
Th..mab Lca 
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• • EASURY 
Parliament Street, London SVV1P 3A0, Press Office: 01-233 3415 

Telex: 262405 

PLEASE NOTE MARGO 
NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST  
OR USE ON CLUB TAPES BEFORE  
8 PM ON WEDNESDAY 16 APRIL 1986  

16 April 1986 

CHANCELLOR'S SPEECH ON MONETARY POLICY 

The Chancellor speaks to the Lombard Association tonight on 

monetary policy. The full text is attached. 

2. 	Main points: 

- "The central task of monetary policy is to create monetary 

conditions that will bring steady downward pressure on 

the rate of growth of money GDP, and hence on inflation" 

"Monetary targets are a means to an end" 

"Narrow money, in the shape of MO, has shown a predictable 

relationship with money GDP over a considerable number 

of years, and broad money, in the shape of 013, has the 

advantage of familiarity' 

"Short term interest rates are the essential instrument 

of monetary policy" 

"The guiding principle is to maintain, on average, a 

level of short term interest rates that will deliver the 

monetary conditions needed to reduce inflation" 

"Few would now dispute that the growth of 013 in relation 

to its target ranges has proved a relatively poor guide 

to short term interest rate decisions for much of the 1980s 

	 [But) I believe it would be quite wrong to conclude 

from recent experience that we can safely tolerate an 

unlimited build up of liquidity" 



- "One reason why we have come to put increasing weight 

on the exchange rate and narrow measures of money is because° 

we would expect these indicators to give early warning 

were the rapid growth of broad money to start to make its 

way into higher spending. What went wrong in the early 

1970s was that the clear signals from these indicators 

were ignored" 

- "MO is a useful advance  indicator: it is influenced by 

many of the factors that influence money GDP, especially 

changes in interest rates and disposable incomes, but these 

influences show up in MO more immediately than they do 

in money GDP" 

- "The exchange rate can still provide a very clear and 

tough discipline .... But I see no role for an exchange 

rate target outside a formal exchange rate system, shared 

by other countries, and supported by a co-ordinated approach 

to economic management and intervention" 

"The Budget deficit or PSBR should always be set low 

enough to ensure that it can absorb any likely shock and 

still be comfortably financed in a non-inflationary way" 

"Funding policy prevents the public sector from 

contributing to inflation, while the active use of short 

term interest rates controls inflationary pressure from 

the private sector" 

"Most well conducted countries operate policy in a very 

similar way" 

"In the presentation of monetary policy there is always 

a difficult tactical balance to be struck, which we may 

not always have got right, between conforming to the current 

preoccupations of the financial markets and seeking to 

shape the markets' perception of what really matters. Over 

time, we have gradually shifted the emphasis somewhat from 

the former to the latter, but the need to strike a balance 

is still there" 
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"When we first took office, the UK had no consistent 

track record of prudent financial management - quite the 

reverse. The task ahead of us was massive  Since then 

we have been pursuing this policy for the best part of 

seven years, and at last we are acquiring a track record 

and a reputation which is helpful rather than harmful to 

the economy" 
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LOMBARD ASSOCIATION SPEECH 

MONETARY POLICY 

April is the season of international meetings. 	My 

appearance here tonight is sandwiched between the Spring 

meetings of the IMF in Washington and the OECD in Paris. 

Meeting other Finance Ministers, I am always struck by 

the extent to which we share a common approach to 

economic management. 

The need for firm financial discipline: the importance of 

containing budget deficits: improving the working of 

markets and promoting greater competition. These 

priorities are taken for granted by all major countries 

today. 

It is easy to forget how much has changed since we first 

took office 7 years ago. 

An approach to economic policy, that is now the consensus 

among those throughout the world charged with 

responsibilities in these matters, was then radical, even 

revolutionary. Especially in Britain. 

A few months before the 1979 Election I wrote "The time 

has come for a wholly new approach to economic policy in 

Britain. The overriding need is for a long term 

stabilisation programme to defeat inflation, recreate 

business confidence, and provide a favourable climate for 

economic growth". 

Putting that proposition into practice has been one of 

this Government's major achievements. That is an 

important reason why overseas opinion is in no doubt that 

Britain is indeed on the right track. 
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dangerous delusion to suppose that this implies a higher 

rate of growth of real  output. 

Experience shows just the opposite. During the 1970s GDP 

in money terms more than quadrupled: but of that increase 

only 1/20th represented an increase in real output, the 

other 19/20ths was reflected in sharply higher prices. 

In essence, the mistakes of the past were based on 

ascribing magical properties to money: the belief that 

manipulating money, whether through printing or 

borrowing, could bring about higher real output and 

employment. 

But important though money is, it isn't magic. 

The only sustainable way to boost the rate of growth of 

real output is to improve the supply  performance of the 

economy. That means removing restrictions, improving 

incentives and generally developing a more dynamic and 

enterprising economy. That is why the MTFS has been 

accompanied, from the very beginning, by a constellation 

of policies designed to let free markets work better. 

Ultimate objectives 

In terms of ultimate objectives, therefore: 

The purpose of the MTFS is to reduce the growth 

of total money demand - total spending power - 

in the economy, which can conveniently be 

measured by money GDP, at a rate which will 

gradually squeeze inflation out of the system 

while allowing the economy to expand in real 

terms; 

the purpose of our supply side policies is to 

increase the rate at which the real economy is 

capable of growing over the longer term. 
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In principle, there is a strong case for setting targets 

in terms of non-interest-bearing money on the one hand 

and interest-bearing money on the other. But in practice 

this is not realistic, since the boundaries are 

constantly shifting. So throughout my time as Chancellor 

I have chosen instead to set targets for narrow money, in 

the shape of MO, which has shown a predictable 

relationship with money GDP over a considerable number of 

years, and broad money, in the shape of EM3, which has 

the advantage of familiarity. 

But we must never forget that monetary targets are a 

means to an end. Their use depends on the robustness of 

a relationship between a particular measure of money on 

the one hand, and money GDP and inflation on the other. 

In the real world, no economic relationship is perfect. 

So monetary targetry was not and never can be a 

substitute for making an intelligent assessment of 

monetary conditions, based on all the evidence. 

That is why the MTFS has always been more than a row of 

numbers. What it has been - and remains - is a 

commitment to maintain monetary conditions that will keep 

steady downward pressure on money GDP, and so on 

inflation. 

I shall have more to say later about what this means in 

practice. But a discussion of the Medium Term Financial 

Strategy cannot be complete without a word on fiscal 

policy. 

The classical framework for financial discipline - the 

gold standard and the balanced budget  -  had both a 

monetary and a fiscal component. So does the MTFS. 

There 	is, 	of course, 	no scientific formula for 

determining the "right" size of the PSBR. Nor is there 

any precise relationship between the PSBR and any given 

rate of monetary growth. But in practice there are very 

real constraints on how much it is prudent to borrow. 
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This emphasis on low public sector borrowing has become 

part of the accepted wisdom in other major countries. It 

is a long time since OECD Ministers failed to refer to 

the need to reduce structural deficits over the medium 

term as an agreed tenet of fiscal policy. 

Short term interest rates 

To recapitulate. While fiscal policy has an important 

supporting role, and Budget deficits need to be low, it 

is monetary policy that lies at the heart of the MTFS. 

The central task of monetary policy is to create monetary 

conditions that will bring steady downward pressure on 

the rate of growth of money GDP, and hence on inflation. 

In practice this involves a combination of economic 

analysis and market judgement. Policy must be 

continuously informed by a careful assessment of what 

monetary conditions are - and need to be  -  to meet the 

Government's objective. But implementing interest rate 

decisions in today's fast moving financial markets also 

requires a degree of tactical skill. 

Short term interest rates are the essential instrument of 

monetary policy. The Government has to ensure that they 

are at whatever level is necessary, in prevailing 

conditions, to ensure downward pressure on inflation. 

That is not to say that the market does not exercise an 

influence, which from time to time can be powerful. But 

we have never suggested that the market could, entirely 

independently, be left to set the level of interest 

rates. 

The relationship between official influence and market 

factors was clearly set out in the March 1980 Green Paper 

on Monetary Control. 

"The level of short term interest rates at any time 

is determined by the interaction of the markets and 
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Assessing monetary conditions 

I have said enough to show that the timing of interest 

rate changes can often involve a delicate asseRsmPnt of 

market tactics. Looking beyond day to day market 

management, however, the guiding principle is to 

maintain, on average, a level of short term interest 

rates that will deliver the monetary conditions needed to 

reduce inflation. 

There is no mechanical formula for making this key 

judgement. Assessing monetary conditions very often 

involves weighing movements in one indicator against 

movements in another. 

That is not to deny the special status of the monetary 

targets. Movements in the aggregates outside their 

target ranges always establish a presumption in favour of 

changing short term interest rates. 

But that presumption is not overriding. For two reasons:- 

First, we can never be completely confident 

that the target ranges have been set correctly: 

that is, that they have been based on a correct 

assessment of the relationship between the 

aggregate in question and money GDP. 

Second, in differing degrees all the monetary 

aggregates respond to changes in short term 

interest rates with a lag: so it takes time for 

policy action to bring them back within their 

target range. 

Broad money 

The business of setting targets for £M3 has become 

particularly hazardous, given the cumulative evidence of 
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There are also considerable uncertainties about tht 

relationship between £M3 and short term interest rates. 

Experience suggests that a change in short term rates is 

unlikely to alter the growth of 0•13 significantly within 

the target period: and the very short term response to 

£M3 to a rise in interest rates is unpredictable, and may 

even be perverse. 

Few would now dispute that the growth of EM3 in relation 

to its target ranges has proved a relatively poor guide 

to short term interest rate decisions for much of the 

1980s. Indeed some would argue that the real question is 

why we have persisted with £14.13 for so long, and in 

particular why I did not drop it altogether at the time 

of the last Budget. 

I believe it would be quite wrong to conclude from recent 

experience that we can safely tolerate an unlimited build 

up of liquidity. The risk in dropping EM3 was that 

markets might have taken it as a signal we were indeed 

prepared to do just that. 

I am satisfied that the growth of £M3 in recent years 

reflects a genuine desire on the part of the private 

sector to increase its liquidity on a lasting basis. So 

it does not presage higher inflation. But that judgement 

must be continuously tested against other evidence. A 

similar judgement proved disastrously wrong in the early 

1970s. 

One reason why we have come to put increasing weight on 

the exchange rate and narrow measures of money is because 

we would expect these indicators to give early warning 

were the rapid growth of broad money to start to make its 

way into higher spending. What went wrong in the early 

1970s was that the clear signals from these indicators 

were ignored. 
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the same developments have distorted its non-interest 

bearing component. 

The truth is that it has become increasingly difficult to 

draw a line between money balances held tor transactions 

and those held for savings. MO is only a proxy for 

transactions balances: but for as long as it continues 

to bear a reliable relationship with money GDP, we shall 

continue to give it a significant weight in our 

assessment of monetary conditions. 

But messages coming from both monetary aggregates need to 

be continuously tested against the evidence of other 

indicators, especially when, as sometimes happens, the 

various measures of money give conflicting signals. And 

here the exchange rate is of particular importance. 

The exchange rate 

In an economy as open as the UK's there is a presumption 

that persistent exchange rate movements reflect, to some 

degree, underlying monetary conditions. And, as I have 

frequently observed, significant movements in the 

exchange rate, whatever their cause, can have a short 

term impact on the general price level and on 

inflationary expectations which make sound internal 

policies harder to implement. 

I accept that in the right circumstances membership of a 

formal fixed exchange rate system can itself provide a 

very effective framework for monetary policy. Indeed, 

the gold standard was the earliest and most durable form 

of financial discipline. 	Modern fixed exchange rate 

systems are more flexible. 	But the exchange rate can 

still provide a very clear and tough discipline, obliging 

the authorities to take timely action when domestic 

policies are out of line with other low-inflation 

countries. 
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Those who recall the economic history of Britain in the 

'fifties may recall some resemblance to the thinking 

behind the abortive "Robot" plan - the idea that the key 

to the conduct of ,s gtr economic policy lay in the 

interplay of interest rates and the exchange rate. 

Almost all my fellow Finance Ministers - and the 

Governors of their respective Central Banks - would 

recognise this description of how monetary policy is 

conducted in practice. 	Most well conducted countries 

operate policy in a very similar way. 	Those who are 

members of a fixed exchange rate system typically have 

domestic montary targets; and those outside such systems 

still recognise the need to take account of the exchange 

rate. 

And as a result, inflation is coming down worldwide. 

Those who attribute this to the worldwide fall in 

commodity prices, of which the recent collapse in the oil 

price is merely the most spectacular example, put the 

cart before the horse. 

Just as the excessive global monetary expansion of the 

early 1970s was responsible for the explosion of 

commodity prices that occurred at that time, so the 

return to prudent monetary policy in the 1980s - a return 

in which this Government was in the vanguard - has been 

directly responsible for the subsequent fall in commodity 

prices. 

It is not at all the fortuitous gift of some global fairy 

godmother. 

Conclusion 

I have described how, over the years, the MTFS has 

evolved, and where policy stands now. 
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We have not hesitated - and will not hesitate - to raise 

interest rates as and when necessary; and we have moved 

to a position where credit is determined by price rather 

than bureaucratic controls. 

This, of course, is all part of our wider move to let 

markets work more freely, and to restore the role of the 

price mechanism. 

But the most important change is perhaps this. 

At the time of the first MTFS, almost everything remained 

to be done. Inflation, monetary growth and public sector 

borrowing were all high. Financial discipline had to be 

restored. The long process of containing public 

expenditure and dismantling the controls that were 

stifling the economy's natural growth potential was only 

just beginning. We had embarked on a policy far from the 

accepted wisdom of the 1960s and the 1970s. Those who 

understood what we were about - and not everyone did - 

doubted our resolve. 

So it was essential to keep it simple. Monetary policy 

was expressed in terms of a target for a single 

aggregate: and that aggregate was one with which UK 

markets were already familiar - £M3. 

It had been blessed by the IMF; it had been targeted by 

the previous Government; and it had a clear link with 

fiscal policy. So, in the words of the March 1980 Green 

Paper, targeting of £M3 was widely understood to give "a 

general assurance that macroeconomic policies available 

to the Government will be used in a way which mutually 

support each other in the reduction of inflation". 

But even as far back as that Green Paper, we also made it 

clear that no one aggregate could be a sufficient measure 

of monetary conditions; and that the definition and 

choice of target aggregates might have to change in 

response to circumstances. 
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Since then we have been pursuing this policy for the best 

part of seven years, and at last we are acquiring a track 

record and a reputation which is helpful rather than 

harmful to the economy. 

No doubt it will take a further period of time before it 

can be as beneficial as is the case in a country like 

Germany, which has had a good track record for very much 

longer. 

But we are on the way, and the evidence is there to show 

that we mean what we say. 
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THE CHANCELLOR'S SPEECH 

Financial markets, both in London and throughout the world, 

are in the throes of fundamental and far-reaching changes. 

Barriers between previously separate markets are coming 

down. 	The old institutional distinctions no longer apply. 

The financial map is being redrawn. 

I am not one of those who view these changes with 

trepidation. 	I believe that the changes we are seeing are 

good for Britain, and good for London as a financial 

centre. For what we are seeing is a radical shift towards 

the liberalisation of financial markets. One which has 

brought in its train a new wave of experimentation and 

innovation. 

Free markets have always benef:ted this country. 

They will continue to do so. 	We are or. open,. trading 

economy. 	And one which, despite the strictures of the 

House of Lords Select Committee on Overseas Trade, makes a 

good part of its living from the export of financial 

services. 

' And while I am on the subject of the House of Lords 

Report, let me say this. 	The Government's policy is to 

create the conditions in which business can thrive and 

prosper - manufacturers and non-manufacturers alike. And 

anyone who fails to recognise that British industry as a 

whole, for all its problems, is in a healthier state today 

than it was six years ago is simply not livi:Jg in the real 

world. 
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And let me take this opportunity of congratulating 

all those in British industry who have brought about this 

Improvement. 

The Government thcrefove wholly rejects the mixture 

of special pleading dressed up as analysis and assertion 

masquerading as evidence which leads the Committee to its 

doom-laden conclusion. 

We equally rejecl, its principal remedy - that 

British manufacturing industry should be protected by a 

cocoon of subsidies - particularly at a time when the 

rising threat of protectionism of one kind or another 

throughout the globe represents the gravest single threat c 

to world prosperity and employment. 

Meanwhile, the changes we are seeing in the 

financial markets bring with them the need for 

institutions, individuals, and financial authorities to 

adapt their own practices. 	To acquire new skills; 	to 

adopt new methods of working. 

We in Britain  -  and this is as true of the 

Government as it is of the financial markets themselves - 

have b4en in the vanguard of that process of evolution. We 

have moved further and faster than many of our competitors. 

But there is much more to do. My theme tonight is the way 

in which liberalisation and innovation are affecting 

markets, and the Government's policy towards them. 

	

I shall talk first about the world economy. 	Then 

about the institutional changes in London, and how they 

affect the way in which the authorities view their 
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essential task of supervision. I shall then say a few 

words about the impact of liberalisation on domestic 

financial policy. And finally, I will discuss the economic 

outlook for our country over the next two years or S O. 

The World  

A month ago I was in New York for a meeting of G5, the 

Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors of the five 

major industrial countries. 

At that meeting we concluded, first and foremost, 

that protectionist pressure must be resisted at all costs. c 

The US Administration is as firmly convinced of this as we 

are, and determined to fight against proposals in Congress 

for protectionist legislation. 

But we recognised that words were not enough. We 

acknowledged that while there is a limit to what can be 

achieved by concerted intervention on the foreign exchange 

markets, we were not impotent; and that we should 

therefore, acting together, lose no time in helping to 

bring ibout an orderly depreciation of the dollar against 

the other major currencies. In the last four weeks a useful 

start has been made on this essential process of 

adjustment. And let me emphasise that the agreement is 

still firmly in place. 

Of course there is more to do. 

- First, in correcting domestic imbalances. 	The US 

has begun to tackle the fundamental problem of its fiscal 
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deficit, but further progress is clearly needed. 

- And second, in maintaining open markets. Japan 

in particular needs to do more, especially in financial 

markets. The measures the Japanese authorities have 

already announced are greatly to be welcomed. But they 

need to be implemented and made effective without delay. 

As you know, I was not able this year to attend the 

annual Bank and Fund meetings. My presence was required at 

the seaside. Those who did go to Korea will confirm that 

the central themes of the Plaza meeting were reaffirmed and 

underlined at Seoul. In addition, I was glad to see the 

widespread recognition that the international debt problem 

is now entering a phase in which the tried and tested 

case-by-case approach of the IMF needs to be reinforced by 

a complementary role on the part of the World Bank. 

At the centre of discussion at both meetings was 

recognition of the need to halt the protectionist tide. I 

come back to this point. Our overriding aim is to maintain 

a free trading and financial system at home and abroad. A 

free market system brings benefits for all. The more 
, 

regulations we can remove, the more barriers we can lower, 

the more liberal we can make our trading practices, the 

better off we shall all be. 

Supervision  
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The same considerations apply to our domestic 

markets, and not least to financial markets. 	London's 

market position can never be taken for granted. The City 

has remained pre-eminent in international banking precisely 

because it has always struggled for dominance. 

All of you here tonight are familiar with the rapid 

pace of change in London over the last two or three years. 

I wonder how many of you are in the same organisations, 

with the same mix of business, as you were three years ago. 

Whereas two years ago I addressed an audience of 

stockbrokers, merchant bankers and clearing bankers, 

tonight I am probably talking to directors of conglomerates 

and managers of financial supermarkets. 

Certainly, this upheaval has posed problems for the 

authorities. 	But I believe we have acted promptly to solve 

them. The Financial Services Bill will provide the 

necessary legislative framework for the regulation of the 

securities markets. We have prepared a modern framework for 

the building societies. 	The Building Societies Bill will 

come before the House of Commons very shortly. And we have 

now begun the process of consultation leading in due course 

to a replacement for the 1979 Banking Act which has proved 

to be deficient in some important respects. 

Our guiding principles are clear. 

Effective and well-operated supervision is an 

essential element of London's competitive advantage. It 

must offer reasonable protection for individual depositors 

and investors. 	And it Jiust also preserve the stability and 
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integrity of the system as a whole. At the same time we • 

have to devise a system which is flexible enough to allow 

the markets and the institutions within them to develop. 

WP must also takc notice of the traditions and 

practices of existing regulation. And build on the City's 

proven ability to devise and run its own self-regulating 

mechanisms. 

But we cannot ignore the overlap between markets. 

The possibilities of too much, or too little, supervision 

for institutions which straddle market boundaries. And the 

resulting need for adequate co-operation between different 

sets of supervisors. 

The way in which we have chosen to balance these 

sometimes conflicting constraints and requirements is now 

clear in the case of building societies and the securities 

markets. 

The way forward for banks is still under active 

consideration - with the help of advice, both solicited and 

unsolicited, from many here tonight. 

The Johnson Matthey Bankers affair has drawn 

attention to certain inadequacies in the system of banking 

supervision. 	In the wake of that debacle I set up a Review 

Committee chaired by the Governor of the Bank of England, 

and the recommendations of that Committee form the basis 

for the consultation now under way. 

We propose to end the two-tier system of 

regulation, which unwisely assumed that those institutions 

able to call themselves banks required a less rigorous 
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sytem of supervision. And to strengthen the mechanisms of 

co-operation between the supervisors and banks auditors. 

I attach the highest importance to this latter 

change. As part of their duties, auditors have to form an 

independent view or a bank's assets. And of the systems 

used to manage them. It is vital that the supervisors 

should be able to draw freely on this information when 

necessary, and that the auditors should be kept informed by 

the supervisors of matters of concern which arise at their 

end. To match these changes in methods of supervision, 

there must, of course, be institutional changes. The 

Governor has already indicated how he proposes to begin the 

process of strengthening the supervisory arm of the Bank. 

I hope and believe that the new systems of 

supervision we are now putting in place will reduce risks 

substantially. But it is impossible to eradicate risk 

entirely. Nor would it be right to seek to do so. Nor of 

course does supervision in any way derogate from the 

overriding responsibility or management for the proper 

conduct of its business. 

Equally, no system of supervision can be proof 

against deliberate fraud. So we must ensure that where 

there is fraud it is uncovered in a timely fashion. And 

that the evidence is acted on expeditiously. This is, of 

course, absolutely essential if the reputation of the City, 

both domestically and internationally, is to be protected. 

Let me make it quite clear. Financial supervision 

is a matter the Government takes very seriously indeed. 
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While others are charged with the day-to-day duty of 

supervision in particular fields, it is the Government's 

responsibility to ensure that the statutory framework is 

right, and that overall it is being effectively 

implemented. We cannot escape from that responsibility - 

nor would we wish to do so. 

Many of the changes I have described have been 

forced upon us by the liberalisation of markets. But I 

welcome them wholeheartedly. We are engaged in building a 

stronger, more competitive set of markets, and a more 

robust, but no less flexible, set of supervisory bodies to 

match. 

Monetary Policy 

It would have been surprising if tnese cnanges to market 

structures, which were accelerated by the action we took in 

1979 and 1980 to sweep away a range of outdated controls, 

had not affected the operation of domestic financial policy 

- the third area I said I would cover. 

' Liberalisation and structural change affect 

financial indicators in a variety of ways. The boundaries 

of the banking system become blurred as banks and 

securities houses merge. Longstanding distinctions between 

different financial assets have become less precise. 

Companies can choose between a large number of 

instruments, currencies and financial centres. 	For 

instance ten years ago a British company wishing to borrow 
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sterling would have done so directly, and almost certainly 

in London. Today the same company might issue dollar 

commercial paper in New York,and swap the proceeds into 

sterling. 

We have recognised the need to take account of 

these changes in the way that financial policy is operated. 

Inevitably, the growth rates and significance of the 

various measures of money supply have been affected. This 

has, rightly, been reflected in changes in the way in which 

we interpret signals from the different financial 

indicators. 

Liberalisation and innovation have made that 

process more complicated. 

What has not changed, however, is the essence of 

policy. The Government continues to attach the highest 

priority to the maintenance of sound financial conditions. 

The aim of monetary policy is to ensure sustained and 

steady downward pressure on inflation. This can be secured 

only by delivering an appropriate growth of money GDP over 

the medium term. And looking back at the implementation of 

policy 1t is important always to check whether the outcome 

for money GDP has been in line with our objectives. 

But to achieve this, it remains operationally 

necessary to conduct monetary policy through the use of 

intermediate targets - taking account of relevant 

information such as the behaviour of the exchange rate - 

rather than by attempting to target money GDP directly. 

As I explained in my Budget speech we have round it 
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helpful to target measures of both broad and narrow money. 

Broad money measures the liquidity of the economy. 

An excessive build-up of liquidity supplies a store of 

purchasing power that can be translated into spending, thus 

providing an undesired boost to the growth of money GDP and 

hence to inflation. 

The question, however, is what is excessive? In 

monitoring the growth of broad money it is important to 

gauge the extent to which the private sector genuinely 

wants to build up its liquidity on a permanent basis. That 

inevitably involves an element of judgement. 

During the 1970's, with controls in operation and 

negative real interest rates, the demand for liquidity grew 

less rapidly than money GDP. 

In the 1980's, following the abolition of controls 

and a return to positive real interest rates, liquidity has 

grown faster than money GDP. Over the past five financial 

years, for example, while £M3 has grown by 82 per cent and 

PSDL 2 by 84 per cent, money GDP has grown by only 54 per 

cent - and prices by 43 per cent. It has become 

increahingly evident that both individuals and companies 

wiSh to hold an increased proportion of savings in liquid 

form. 

In retrospect it is now clear that we have 

persistently underestimated the strength of this demand. 

We can maintain, and are maintaining, progress towards our 

inflation objective wnile £1,13 is growing at a rate well 

above the top of the range set in this year's Budget 
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Statement. To try to bring it back within the range - 

which, with the benefit of hindsight, was clearly set too 

low - would imply a tightening of policy which the evidence 

of other indicators of financial conditions tells us is not 

warranted. 

I shall as usual be considering what target to set 

for £143 for 1986-87 at the time of the next Budget. In the 

meantime, we shall continue to monitor £M3, and indeed 

other measures of broad money, as part of the task of 

forming an overall judgement about monetary conditions. 

That judgement has to take into account the level of 

short-term interest rates, where a cautious approach 

continues to be indicated. It must also be influenced by 

the behaviour of MO, which, as a relatively undistorted 

narrow aggregate, is more clearly related to spending 

patterns. 	If, contrary to our expectations, the rapid 

growth of broad money were to show up as higher spending 

one would expect to see early warning signals in the growth 

of MO. So far this year, it has stayed very comfortably 

within its target range. 

I realise that MO has not yet acquired many friends 

in the square mile, despite the evidence of its relatively 

stable relationship with transctions in the economy and the 

steady trend in its velocity of circulation. It may not be 

widely known by those who argue that MO is an excessively 

narrow aggregate that the German target aggregate, the 

composite known as Central Bank Money, is in fact slightly 

over 50 per cent notes and coin. 



The other good and early guide to changing • 

financial conditions is the exchange rate. When, as now, 

signals from the various measures of money become difficult 

to interpret, the exchange rate inevitably assumes an 

increased weight in monetary policy decisions. It has a 

direct impact on the price level and on inflationary 

expectations. Sharp movements tend to coincide with 

changes in the market's perception of monetary ease or 

stringency. Large swings in any case cannot be ignored. 

The present level of the exchange rate is close to the 

average level of the past two and a half years. 

We will continue to judge monetary conditions in 

relation to the indicators I have just described. At 

present I believe that these are consistent with continued 

lower inflation, which I firmly expect to see. But we will 

continue to monitor all the evidence. 	If the performance 

of one indicator were to deteriorate we would need 

convincing evidence from the other indicators before 

concluding that this was acceptable. 

There is, essentially, nothing new in this approach 

to the conduct of monetary policy. 

Let me quote, if I may, Crom a speech I made 

getting on for four years ago, when I was Secretary of 

State for Energy. 	(It was subsequently published as a 

pamphlet.) 

'It has always been a grotesque caricature of the 

present Government's economic policy to pretend that 

it consisted of leaving everything to an automatic 
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pilot known as sterling M3. As far back as March 

1980 we published our Green Paper on Monetary 

Control, in which we explicitly stated that to 

assess underlying monetary conditions properly it is 

necessary to take account of the evidence of all the 

various monetary indicators ... 

'In a world in which the monetary system is 

in a constant state of evolution,. the exercise of 

judgement and discretion is inescapable. The 

important question is: who is exercising that 

judgement and that discretion? 

'If it is being exercised by those who do not 

really believe in the policy in the first place ... 

then any departure from predetermined rules and 

guidelines will understandably be regarded with the 

gravest misgivings, since it will as likely as not 

represent a backsliding from financial discipline as 

such. 

'If, on the other hand, the discretion is 

being exercised by those whose commitment to the 

'policy, and to the overriding need to maintain 

financial discipline, is beyond doubt, then there is 

no cause for such misgivings. On the contrary, the 

judgement that is being applied, fallible though it 

may be, is one calculated to minimise the risk of 

error in carrying through the complex task of 

sensible monetary control in a financially advanced 

and sophisticated modern economy'. 
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III That was nearly four years ago. Plus ca change. 

It is, I recognise, all frightfully annoying for the 

young Turks who write the brokers' circulars. I imagine that 

anyone who reads them must feel rather like the American lady 

many years ago who, confused about the complexities of foreign 

policy, was introduced to John Foster Dulles, who courteously 

took her round the course. 

When she emerged she was asked whether all was now clear 

to her. 	'Oh no,' she replied 'I'm just as confused as before. 

But at a much higher level.' 

Funding  

The approach I have just outlined to the assessment of monetary 

conditions also has implications for the conduct of funding 

policy. 

The purpose of funding is, quite simply, to ensure that 

the Budget deficit is financed in a non-inflationary way. 

As I said on this very occasion, two years ago: 

'The broad aim of funding policy will continue to be 

OD fund the PSBR, by raising Finance outside the 

banking system, from the UK private sector and from 

external flows ... Over the medium term there should 

be no systematic tendency either to overfund, or to 

underfund, the borrowing requirement.' 

That was the intention. 

But in practice, snort-term considerations came to make 

overfunding almost a way of life. 	And that cannot make sense. 
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410 
It introduces distortions into the financial markets - not least 

a rapidly growing bill mountain - which are undesirable in 

themselves and can make policy harder to operate. 

Accordingly, we are no longer seeking to control the 

recorded growth of V.13 by systematic overfunding. As I have 

said, we do not believe the recent behaviour of EM3 gives cause 

for alarm. But should it at any time become desirable to tighten 

monetary conditions, that would be achieved - and let there be no 

doubt about this - by bringing about a rise in short-term 

interest rates. The objective of funding policy is to fund the 

PSBR over the year as a whole: no more, no less. And that we 

are doing. 

The experience of the last year has also demonstrated 

once again the value of a clear strategy within which the 

interpretation of financial conditions can evolve. The 

Government's firm commitment to the Medium-term Financial 

Strategy, with its clear route to still lower inflation, has been 

a source of strength in a changing and sometimes confusing world, 

in which innovation and liberalisation in financial markets 

proceed apace. 

The UK Economy 

I thought it right, on this important City occasion, to discuss 

the operation of monetary policy in some detail. But the acid 

test of monetary policy is its record in reducing inflation. 

Those who wish to join in the debate about the intricacies of 

different measures of .noney and the implications they may have 
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410 
for the future are welcome to do so. But at the end of the day 

the position is clear and unambiguous. The inflation rate is 

judge and jury. 

In short, I take comfort from the fact that we have, over 

the years, brought about monetary conditions that have delivered 

lower inflation, despite all the distortions to monetary 

aggregates. 

This year we have seen a temporary 'blip' in the RPI, as 

I warned in my Budget Speech. This was largely attributable to 

movements in the mortgage rate and to the temporary fall in the 

exchange rate earlier this year. Inflation peaked in May at 7 

per cent. 	It is now back down to 5.9 per cent. By the end of 

this year I expect if to be close to the Budget forecast of 5 per 

cent, and below 4 per cent by the middle of next year. 

Maintaining and improving on that rate through and beyond 

1986 depends on continued control of monetary conditions. I am 

confident that the policies now in place and the techniques of 

monetary management we are using can ensure that control. 

Lower inflation points the way to continuing growth of 

output. 

You may remember that a few years ago a common cry was 

'Where is the growth coming from?' We can now see the answer. It 

came in a balanced way from several sources, with investment and 

exports growing twice as fast as consumer spending. Over the next 

year exports and investment may not grow as fast as in the past 

year, but other components of demand - notably private sector 

consumption - may contribute more. 

So far unemployment has been less affected than might 
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• 
• 	have been expected by the healthy growth rate. This reflects two 

developments, both of which will be beneficial to the economy in 

the long run, even though their short-run impact on unemployment 

is adverse. 

The first development has been the rapid growth of 

productivity, particularly in manufacturing industry - up 30 per 

cent over the past 5 years. 

The second has been the large rise in the number of 

people entering the labour force, including a growing number of 

married women not previously registered for work. So that though 

the number of people in work has risen by some 600,000 over the 

past two years, that has not brought about a fall in the total of 

registered unemployed. 

Both these developments, however, are generally to be 

welcomed. 	They increase the strength, competitiveness and 

flexibility of the economy. 	In the years ahead both will add to 

our productive potential. 

But so long as unemployment remains at its present high 

level we cannot be complacent. There is much still to be done to 

improve the flexibility and adaptiveness of the labour market. 

And, meanwhile, employers who concede unnecessarily high pay 

rises are doing no-one a favour: neither their own firms, nor 

the competitiveness of the British economy, and certainly not the 

unemployed. 

Given common sense on this front, the omens are good. 

At this time of the year it has become customary for the 

pundits to revise upwards their expectations or growth for the 

current year. 	At the same time they invariably conclude that the 
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next year will see a marked slowdown. They have been promising 

this for the past three years. I suppose if they go on long 

enough, they are bound to be right eventually. But I see no sign 

of it yet. 

Over the past four years, the economy has been growing at 

an average rate of 3 per cent a year, with this year the best so 

far. 

That encouraging performance has been achieved, not by 

so-called reflation. It has been acheved through the pursuit of a 

prudent fiscal policy and an anit-inflationary monetary policy, 

againt the background of a more competitive, deregulated and 

productive economy. And that, my Lord Mayor, is the policy I 

intend to maintain. 



CHANCELLOR REAGAN? 

Jock Bruce-Gardyne 

'Monetarism': 	discreetly, at the Mansion House, 

London, after a long and often painful illness, 

borne with much bombast, on October 17, 1985f 

Such is the obita\ry pronounced, with glee by some 

and gloom by Others, since Nigel Lawson's address to the 

Bankers and Merchants of the City of London. 	Chancellor 

and Prime Minister have worked overtime to persuade the 

watching world that 'monetarism' is alive and well and 

living,in Downing Street. 	They have not found many takers. 

The kernel of the Mansion House message - or so it 

seems to me - was contained in the passaLe where the 

Chancellor repeated himself. 

'In a world in which the monetary system is in a 

0\ 

	

	constant state or evolutX1, the exercise of 

judgement and discretion is indispensible. The 

importanL question is: 	who is exercising that 

judt:ement and that discretion'. 

• 
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'If it is being exercised by those who do not really 

believe in the policy ... then any departure from 

pre-determined rules and guidelines will 

understandably be regarded with the gravest 

misgivings ... 

'If', on the other hand, the discretion is being 

exercised by those whose commitment ... to the 

overriding need to maintain financial discipline 

is beyond doubt, theh there is no cause for such 

misrivings'. 

That, as he reminded the City and the listening' world, was 

what he had told the Tr-lomes of Zurich back in 1931: 	that 

the medium is the message. 	When hardened old sinners like 

Tony Barber or Denis Healey dump 2M3 unceremoniously in the 

trash-can then we had best fasten our lap-straps. But when 

the stern unbend tag team of Thatcher :!nd Lawson execute a 

similar manoeuvre it only goes to prove their 

sophistication. 

The unseemly lirth which followed was, I suppose, 

predictable. 	Yet the Chancellor has a point. When Lord 

Barber ditched the monetary pilot inherid from Roy 

Jenkins in the ,:inter of 1979-30 he wL.s all too plaihiy 

targetting for 1 rowths, and to hell with the inflainnary 

implications. 	:;imilarly when Denis Healy passed what he 

elegantly descri0 as 'sod off day' - :ne day the 

supervisors fro: t:: 	packed their baT:s and said L:oodbye 

in 1973 -n 	 plainly settin r: or:-  down the 

primrose path 	 ,mce agaih. 	ow on this 
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occasion that is not the message that the City has 

absorbed. 	If it had been the pound and Eilts would surely 

have been skitterrinE. 	I think one can see why. 

Paradoxically it could be the dropping of the 4:13 

pilot which has served to reassure the City. For one of 

the particularities of sterling N3 is that you have to get 

it right domestically. 	When bank lending to the personal 

sector is growing exponentially, as it has been these three 

years past, the only way in which tne Government can strive 

to Print.: £13 into line is by 'over-funding' - i.e. selling 

more glitz than it needs to sell just o;over its Budget 

deficit. 	But those gilts must be sold to the non-bank 

British public: 	i.e. to UK institutions and individuals. 

Sales to foreiEners do not count. 

At the Nahsion House the Chancellor confirmed what 

had seemed to be the case for som=7. months previously: 	that 

in his view f.13 had become too wayward to mope over, and 

hence that he had given up the forlorn chase after it with 

over-funding. 	In future sales 	gilts would roughly match 

the deficit, and no more. 	Chat U not the crucial point. 

The crucial point is that when he lets 1::13 go hang, then 

selling gilts to foreigners is just as good as selling 

gilts to Brits. 

	

In fact better. 	For foreiEners who buy his gilts 

must first buy sterlinF. And if they frst buy sterling, 

that buoys up the exchange rate. Which in turn keeps uh 

the pressure on domestic costs, cool: inflation 

	

expectations, and t.' cc 	manners to %ne members of the Cf,: 



if they go on paying themselves and those 4ho work for them 

way over the odds. 	Hence - in the short run at any rate - 

ditching EM3, far from being an inflationary signal, may 

logically be interpreted as a pointer to 	e stable UK 

prices. 

The Chancellor is predicting inflation down below 4 

percent again by the end of 1985. 	This forecast has been 

greeted sceptically. 	But as he has fairly pointed out, 

Treasury forecasts - particularly of inflation - have 

frequently confounded the sceptical in recent years. 	Given 

strong sterling and weak com,nodity prices this one could 

turn the trick again. 

So far, so good. 	The distant scene is a rather 

different matter. 	In the first place while it is true that 

high real rates of interest have evid:2ntly transformed bank 

deposits from pin-money into stores of value, it would not 

take much - by way of faster inflation or lower interest 

rates - to transform them back again. 	So while EMS may be 

misbehaving, it still seems cavalier to despatch it to the 

salt mines. 	Then according to the Chancellor there is 

'convincing evidence from the otik:r ir ,jicators' that 

monetary conditions are quite as stri. - ent as they should 

be. 	Which, pray? 	MO, certainly; but alas, MO has few 

suitors far outside Great George Street. 	Aos -, af the other 

dials - CM2, PSL2, asset prices - are alost, out of sight. 

Now the Chancellor used to ::ay that, over time, the 

monetary indiatorF - subjeo:, a: reed to '.judeent and 

	

discretion' - s. 	re beo!: . - aide we N:l'A ..'"; the future 



course of prices in the High Street. Some of us still 

cling to these funny old delusions, and wonder occasionally 

what we may be stoking up for ourselves in 1987 or 1988. 

The Chancellor, for his part (and whatever the 

Treasury may say to the contrary), is now banking on the 

exchange rate. As the international punters watch Mr 

Volcker and Mr Baker squatting on US interest rates almost 

as if they were a pat of butter, they .,et the hint and want 

to take their money and run. 	'Run to London', says our 

Chancellor. 	And they seem inclined to do so. 

Here we come to problems 2 and 3. Problem 2 is that 

international sentiment, as we know, is ever more volatile I 

with the passing years. 	If OPEC were to fail to 'get its 

act together' come the spring, the long-promised slump in 

world oil prices could yet be upon us. Under these 

circumstances it must be doubtful whether Mr Lawson could 

still get sufficient punters at his stall to keep a firm 

grip on the exchange rate without a substantial jump in 

domestic interest rates. 

Problem 3 is that if ne is successful in tempting in 

the foPeign money the CBI, which is already restive, will 

begin to get rebellious once 	ian. Now Sir James 

Cleminson and Sir Terence Beckett :lay lake good hors 

d'oeuvres for breakfast at 110.11. 	Bu: ,_ne CBI has learnt a 

thing or two in recent years. 	It does not just complain on 

television as it used to do. 	It does L 	rounds of the 

Government backbenchers. 	find it is one thing to stare down 

the great industrialists: 	but sollethinc: else again to 



• 	stare down the Tory backbench 1922 Committee. 
So there is a missing ingredient. The missing 

ingredient is participation in the European exchange rate 

mechanism. 	And I would hazard a guess that it is missing 

in a literal sense. 	It was intended to be there. 	But the 

Prime Minister is yet to be converted. 

A great deal or rubbisn is talked about the e.r.m. 

Collective wisdom in the City, at the Bank of England, in 

the CBI, and across much of the spectrum of the House of 

Commons, would have us believe that by linking up the pound 

to the deutschmark system (which is what it is) we should 

enjoy lower interest rates, more stable currency, and 

probably faster growth and more employment thrown in for 

good measure. 	It is almost uncannily similar to the magic 

qualities attributed to precisely the apposite nostrum - 

floating exchange rates - fifteen years ago (and by many of 

/Q the same peo e). 	In reality there is no earthly reason, 

from its past performance, to expect greater exchange rate 

stability vis-a-vis the dollar through linkage with the 

deutschmark. 	Rather the contrary, in fact. 	Equally 

participation in the e.r.m. could logically be expected at 

cx- 	the present time to lead to our interest / tes being higher, 

not lower, than they would otherwise be. As for growth and 

employment, Joanna Southcott's box would be about as 

useful. 

But the e.r.m. dues have one unique ingredient. 	It 

involves a set of rules. 	The participants are committed to 

keeping their currencies in station (unless they take a 
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conscious - and very high profile - decision to do 

otherwise). 	So whereas the CBI is at liberty at present to 

demand four points off base rates, and sterling down to 

DM3.50 or whatever figure takes its rancy, while the 

Treasury, having jettisoned its monetary target, has no 

logical refutation apart from barrack-room abuse, if we 

signed on with the e.r.m. it could cheerfully advise the 

CBI to read the rule-book. 	All the more so since the CBI 

leads the.chorus of demands for us to join the club. 

For the :no:.,ent (but for how lon e :?) all this is 

academic. 	The Prime Minister will no ,.. tolerate such 

continental entanElements and so, as Dr Johnson used to 

say, 'there's an end on't'. 

Even without this magic ingredient, however, the 

strategy on which the Chancellor is mo. embarked could work 

better than the critics are willing to concede for the next 

eighteen months if he can stick to it tnat long. 	It is 

likely to involve some real increase in the PSBR i'or 

1985), however disguised by asset sales, whether that 

increase results 1-- roal a slump in oil revenues, a cut in tax 

rates, 'or some additional increase in public : - pridinc 

programmes, or - lost likely - a combin!.. ): the three. 

That, coupled with lower inflation rat 	rosuitirv: from 

strong sterling and weak commodities, • . zin that tre 

purchasing powe: .  J: tnose in work 	Je ri3ing steeply. 

Prospects for those -:iithout a job ..'!ay 	 no rosy: 

margins squeezed, riz;int labour cost. dfid 3::accomodL.tin!. -  

sterling, it is 
	 ombar;:in: 
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on recruitment drives. 	But we still have one of the 

highest 'activity rate' in me world: 	nore than ;'ive out 

of every six of us are ooised to nheee in the take-hoee pay 

bonanza, and that is an awful_ Lot - 	voters. 

Looking more ;6an eighteen months ahead the 

prospects do become nore aurky. Experience must Lead one 

to expect that by then some of the impressive volume of 

domestic credit building up will come through in prices; 

and also that the pressures .)t' relatively hi gh interest 

rates And a rel. 	;eiy stron currency dill be feeding 

through into unacceptable strains on the corporate sector, 

and also - very possibly - the banking sector. Aeanwhile 

the debt service eLameent in  

will, as rim Congdon resularly reminds AS, be assuming 

formidable proportions, while on the other side of the 

ledser the Chancellor's revenues Fro -  Dil will presumably 

be shrink in -  sub8\antially; and :he b'dnce or pay m ents on 

current account is likely to Pe w.?11 Into r.he red. 

IC alL 	sounds strangely Familiar, it is. 	For 

what we are really e:Abarked upon .ay not be lonetaris-: 

updated; nor is it 'supply side' economics; but it han 

the hallmarks of' Reagenomics. 	Now do -ILI 	dhere 

Reaganomics nava ilnded he Unitld 	 a Ilu,3e Ind 

unsustainable budget deficit; 'L hue and unsustainable 

payments deficit; an uncomFortably expensive currency; and 

an almost irresistible surge of protectionism. But we 

should not overlook where they have taken President 3e1;le 

to: 	a Landslide re-election, and the highest popularity 
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rating of any second-term President in living memory. 

One's instinct is that, for Britain, Reaganomics are 

likely to prove a shorter tether than they have been for 

Reagan. 	Which is why I ventured to suggest in the House or 

Lords the other day that Nigel Lawson should be having 

words with the Prime Minister about a date with the 

electorate not later than the spring of 1937. 	And let's 

hope there will be time enough to switch tracks again back 

to fiscal discipline when the votes are safely garnered in. 



START OF A SOMERSAULT? 

Tim Congden 

Mr Lawson started as a radical Chancellor of the 

Exchequer. In his Mansion House speech in November 1983 he 

said that the Government's key financial objective was 

price stability. Although he qualified this by describing 

it a\an "eventual" goal, the speech undoubtedly came as a 

surprise both for its boldness and its ambition. 

Unhappily, a large gap h emerged between rhetoric 
/ 

and performance, and the gap is widening with every speech 

which Mr Lawson makes. The Mansion House speech in 1985 

was mudh plainer and more circumspect than its predecessor 

1 two years earlier, but even then most City analysts did 
/
ot 

believe its forecasts for government borrowing 1985/86 or 

1986/87. The loss of trust is symptomatic of a more 

general problem. The Thatcher government is widely admired 

for reducing inflation from the 15 per cent level it 

averaged in the late 1970s to the 5 per cent figure 

nowregarded as a norm. 	But this is regarded as an 



achievement of the first term. There is a widespread 

perception that not much progress has been made on the 

financial front in the second term. 

'I Are the doubts d the criticisms justified? If they 

are, Mr Lawson must feel doubly disappointed. Financial 

policy would have failed to meet the expectations of many 

government supporters; it would also have failed to fulfil 

his own stated aspirations. Mr Lawson has a reputation for 

tough and whole-hearted commitment to the Government's 

medium-term financial strategy. 	In June 19while 

EX 
Financial Secretary to the Treasury, Mr Lawson put the 

strategy into perspective for the benefit of regional City c 

editors. In his briefing to them he remarked that "in 

order to reduce the inflation rate on anything more than an 

ephemeral basis it is necessary to reduce the rate of 

monetary growth". 	It followed that "the centrepiece of 

the strategy is a medium-tern monetary target, to which we 

(je committed". 	In a sharp rebuttal of a report from the 

Treasury and Civil Service Committee which has just 

appeared, Mr Lawson observed that nowhere in the report was 

"it suggested that that target cannot or will not be met; 

indeed, our record since taking office is evidence that we 

do meet our monetary targets, however unpopular the short 

term measures needed to do so are". 

Moreover, the monetary target was not to be seen in 

isolation. 	It could only work in harmony with "a 

consistent fiscal policy" which therefore implied "a 

reduction/in the public sector borrowing requirement as a 
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proportion of national output". Mr Lawson continued, "it 

is in this sense that our policy is fiscalist as well as 

monetarist. And it is for this reason that we have 

included in the strategy an illustrative iscal framewnrk." 

(In fairness, it should be added that he denied that the 

Government had a PSBR target because "inevitably there is 

much that is uncertain"). 

The June 1980 briefing gives us criteria for 

assessing the Government's financial behaviour in its 

second term, criteria with which Mr Lawson cannot disagree. 

Has inflation been reduced? Has fiscal policy supproted 

the aim of monetary control? 

ii 

The first disappointment is that inflation has not 

fallen. 	On the contrary, it has risen from the low point 

of 3.7 per cent touched in May 1983. 	Uncertainty about the 

Government's determination to stick to its financial 

targets1  contributed to a run on sterling in December 1984 

and Janury 1985. To check this slide the 3ank of England 

endorsed a big jump in interest rates 4hich increased the 

cost of mortgages. 	This, combined witn tne usual effect of 

sterling depreciation on import prices and on pay 

settlements in export-orientated manufacuring, led to an 

acceleration in inlation. 	The twelve-month increase in 

the retail price index reached 7.0 per cent. in May 1935, 
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virtually double the figure on ;,ch the Conservatives 

fought the 1983 election. 

Much better news on inflation is in prospect in 

early 1986. But very favourable world commodity prices, 

not government policies, are largely responsible for the 

improvement. The setback on inflation in 1985 can 

legitimately be interpreted s the consequence of slippage 

on financial control. 	
This slippage hs several dimensions, 

with an apparent inability to hold public expenditure to 

target as perhaps tne most fundamental. 

In the 1984 Budget the Government had a planning 

total for public expenditure in 1984/5 of £126.5b after 

asset sales of £2b; the effective planning total was 

therefore £128.5b; the outturn was £131.9b, an overrun of 

£3.4b 	
At the same time its planning totals for 1985/6 and 

1986/7, again after adding asset sales, were £134b and 

£138.5b; the outturns are now expected to be £136.7b and 

£143.9b respectively. 	
In practice there is almost certain 

to be some above-estimate spending in a pre-election year. 

So 1986/7 could see a planning total of £145b, £6.5b - or 4 

per cerit - 

more than the first official projection of Mr 

LaQson's Chancellorship. 

That 
may not sound too bad. Most Chancellors are 

unable to 
resist the innumerable pressures on the public 

purse and have to accept some defeats in their battles with 

the spending departments. 	
But the difficulties with 

expenditure have not prevented Mr Lawson fro-1 cutting 

taxes, with the result that the PSBR has also exceeded tn- 
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figures envisaged in the 1984 Budget. 

The crude PSBR totals do not bring out the 

underlying deterioration and are open to misinterpretation. 

On their basis, Mr Lawson was able to claim in this year's 

Autumn Statement that in 1985/86 "the PSBR would be the 

smallest it has been as a percentage of GDP since 1971/72. 

He said that this would be the case even without £2.5b 

proceeds from special asset sales. 

The fault here is to take no account of North Sea 

oil taxes. 	It is obviously incorrect for any government to 

take credit for tne fiscal advantages given by these taxes. 

They are an accidental girt of nature. As they are also 

finite, they should not be regarded in the same way as 

permanent sources of revenue such as income tax. A 

reasonable procedure is t\calculate wi -, ,at the PSBR wuld be 

in the absence of asset sales and Nortn Sea taxes. 	Sooner 

or later they will both come to an end. 	The results of the 

exercise are presented in the acompanying table. 

The ImOact of North Sea Oil Revenue and Asset Sales of the  

PSBR (all figures in £m)  

(1) 	 (2) 	 (3) 

Actual 	 North Sea 	Receipts from 

PSBR 	 revenues 	asset sales 
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• 1978/79 9,222 500 -300 

1979/80 10,020 2,200 1,467 

1980/81 12,680 3,840 944 

1981/82 8,629 5,880 959 

1982/83 8,865 7,810 2,103 

1983/84 9,735 8,900 2,592 

1984/85 10,255 12,000 3,200+ 

1985/86 8,000 11,500 3,700+ 

1986/87 7,500 8,500 6,000+ 

(4) (5) (6) 

PSBR, 	without Actual PSBR Adjusted PSBR 

North 	Sea oil and as % of as % of 

asset 	receipts GDP GDP 

1978/79 9,422 5.4 5.5 

1979/80 13,687 4.9 6.7 

1980/81 17,464 5.4 7.5 

1981/82 15,468 3.3 6.1 

1982/81 18,778 3.2 6.7 

1983/84 21,227 3.2 7.0 

1984/85 25,455 3.1 7.8 

1985/86 23,200 2.2 6.5 

1986/87 22,000 2.0 5.8 
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4 
	 +The figure for asset sales in this column does not 

correspond to that for 'Special asset sales' in official 

documents, but also includes council house sales, land 

sales, etc. 	These are assume to have been £1.2 b in 

1984/85, 1985/86 and 1986/87. 

Figures are actual until 1984/85; 	thereafter they 

are projections based on official documents. 

Sources: 	several issues of 'Financial Statement and Budget 

Report' and 'Autumn Statement'. 

The disturbing messare is that the PSBR as a 

proportion of gross domestic product, adjusted for the 

special influences, was 7.8 per cent it; 1984/85,the highest 

figure under the present Conservative Government. True 

enough, the estimates for 1965/86 and 1986/87 are more 

reassuring, with the adjusted PSBR falling in both years. 

But the Chancellor has told us that this would happen 

before and, time after time, his forecasts have not been 

reached: 
• 

The conclusion must be that so far in its second 

term the Conservative Government has done nothing to reduce 

inflation beneath the level establishedn its first term 

and tet there has been some weakening in the Treasury's 

resolve to restrict the budget deficit. 	Fiscal policy may 

not have been self-evidently incompatible with monetary 

restraint, but neither has it been convincingly supportive. 

-7- 
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What, then, of the money numbers? How firm has Mr Lawson 

been in defending the so-called 'centrepiece of the 

strategy'? 

When Mr Lawson spoke about monetary control at the 

beginning of his period of Chancellor it would have been 

inconceivable that the growth of sterling M3 could ever 

again run at 20 per cent on an annual oasis. 	If the Barber 

boom taught theConservative Party anything, it taught the 

dangers or irresponsibly rapid credit and money growth. 

But there are many signs that a 20 per cent rise in 

sterling :.13 will be recorded in early 1986. 	At present 

sterling M3 is about 14 per cent higher than twelve months 

ago and in the last four montns the r'.e of increase has 

accelerated further. 6etween now and April next year 

companies will be borrowing heavily from tneir banks to 

finance capital expenditure,nead of the change in capital 

allowances. 	In addition, both building societies and banks 

are enjoying strong demand for mortgages, and intend to 

meet this demand as fully as possible. 

The outcome will be even higher rates or bank 

lending growth and, hence, of monetary expansion. 	It is 

not quite certain that sterling M3 will register a 20 per 

cent increase, but it is very likely Mr Lawson recognises 

the possibility and wants to anticipate the potential 

embarrassment. 	n :he 1985 lanbion House speech he 

therefore suspended sterling A3 from target status. 

4 
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The Chancellor's Mansion House Speech ;-ind November 

Statement have much to recommend them. 	fhere is a new and 

welcome flexibility in fiscal policy 4hicil we have been 

advocating for some time; using asset sales for tax cuts 

against a background of long-term public expenditure reform 

is a good way to proceed. 	It brings forward supply-side 

improvements and sugars the bitter pills of reform and 
1 

restructuring this govern:lent is everywhef'e handing out. 

Furthermore, 1985/83 'ill be the first year under this 

Government in which real public spending/ nas actually 

faiten: 	all the major ministries now, even including 

Defence, Health and Social Security, are finally moving 

seriously on public expenditure contr 	and oeform. All 

this make it very hard to understand 	cries of 

'insufficient stringency' being heard "co:: economist, 	in 

;;Ie Square Me; 	can it be that they have not understood 

the elementary algebra of tne Government's planning of 

debt, taxes, and spending over a long period in a 

consistent way\or is it that they are ey%rolating 

failures in expenditure control? If the tatter, of course 

they may have a case: 	but it is my judcer.ent that there 

has been a turning point. 	The government's critics nave 

been handed some modest extra infra-struu•e spending 

where a good ne,. case could be made; 	:.nd , i.isting capital 

spending, which nas al ..4ays been substantifal and has risen 

steadily in the past re .,i yeLrn, has been better 



• highlighted. 	However, privatisation, the better 

performance - partly under the threat of privatisation 
	of 

remaining public sector industries, the fall in tne number 

of civil servants, the levelling-off of unemployent, 

the relentless searci for efficiency (under the Payncy 

Heseltine managerial approaches), all these, with new 

attitudes among spending Ministers, are now at last taing 

visible effect. 	When turning-points appear, it is 

important to hail them and not to go on fighting the last 

war. 

The Delphic riddles of monetary policy  

Mores the pity that the Chancellor has retreated into 

muddle and discretion in monetary policy. He announced 

that £3 would be downgraded as an indicator; 	this was 

right because, as I have ion argued it nas becoe highly 

unreliable in the new competitive savincs environment. 	
He 

also announced that MO, the unfamiliar lonetary Base 

(consisting of currency in circulation plus bankers' 

balances of currency and reserves witr ,  tne an or Eni:land) 

which is as its name implies the base it the whole money 

and credit pyramid, would be upgraded t a principle 

indicator role. 	
Again, good. MO has been an extremely 

reliable monetary Ir.dicator since the inauguration of a new 

financial enVirOwnen% in 1979; 	its sn,trp tightening in 

1979-81 preceedi., h 	- sharp fall in the growth of Nominal 

GDP by an 	 ,?-3 quarters. 	Durn ., this critical 
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There may be reasons for this drastic step, but the 

Government - for long so dogmatic about monetary control 

should spell them out. The usual mutterings about 

'distortions' and 'behavioural changes' have been heard, 

but why were these distortions and behavioural changes not 

present before the middle of 1985 (when the monetary 

overshoot began) and why were they present afterwards? Was 

there an obvious change in the institutional framework of 

monetary control three or four months ago? Perhaps Mr 

Lawson could enlighten us on the details. 

Monetary mismanagement has been accompanied by 

government criticism of both sides of industry for 

excessive pay increases. The exhortations to keep wage 

settlements down are curiously reminiscent of the 1960s and 

hint at a return to incomes policy of some kind. If that 

were to happen, the Government would have accomplished a 

remarkable somersault in economic policy. A key theme of 

the 1979 election was that inflation could and should be 

curbed by monetary means, not direct government 

interference in pay. 	But now that the Government has 

breached its own fiscal and monetary guidelines, it feels 

emboldened to berate private employers for paying workers 

'too much'. 	Like so many Chancellors before him, Mr Lawson 

cannot treat the British people as adults, as the best 

judges of their own incomes and rewards. 

Fiscal overruns, 20 per cent monetary growth, 

warnings about excessive pay increases... 	It all sounds so 

depressingly familiar, so depressingly like the muddle of 

• 



the 1970s. One has to wonder whether the Mr Lawson who 

spoke so intelliEently to the regional City editors in June 

1980 is the same Mr Lawson who is now our Chancellor)re 

Exchequer. What has happened to monetarism, fiscalism and 

price stability? What is left of the medium-term financial 

strategy? Does Mr Lawson, who was supposed to have been 

its ' intellectual architect' still really believe in it? 

-10- 
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CHANCELLOR 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

FROM: DAVID PERETZ 
17 September 1986 

cc Chief Secretary 
Finanrial SRcretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Cassell 
,Mr Lavelle 
,hr Evans 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Hudson asked us to make a start on this, by producing a broad 

outline and some thoughts for possible topics and themes. You 

are having a discussion tomorrow. 

Parts of the speech will have to be written - as usual - 

more or less at the last minute. In particular, what is said 

in the monetary policy section usually has to be tailored to 

what is going on in the markets at the time. And other sections 

will be easier to write after the Washington meetings, and after 

we begin to see how the autumn forecast is turning out. What 

we need to identify now is anything by way of drafting we can 

be getting on with immediately, and whether there are other topics 

or themes you think would be attractive. 

The attached outline is an amalgam of words and ideas from 

Rachel Lomax, Huw Evans and myself - and one or two others. There 

is a good deal more material than needed: you can use it as 

a menu to select trom. 	YOU will see we aie suyyesLing an 

international, integrated world economy, linking theme; 	and 

a substantial section on the city, Big Bang, etc (which will 

I imagine be preoccupying most of the audience). 

On monetary policy, as things looks now I would have thought 

1 



0 we want to say very little indeed. The news is that there is 
no change in the way policy is conducted. But just at present 

I do not get the impression that anyone is expecting a change. 

It is difficult to get very far into any discussion of the 

individual aggregates, or the exchange rate, without beginning 

to raise questions about what we are going to target next year; 

and I do not see any point in setting that particular hare running. 

However we will be getting shortly some of the material the Bank 

are beginning to put together reporting the results - _rather 

/114r,efi l  meagre I believe - of the work they have been doing on broad 

04.7P: money, in preparation for the Governor's Loughborough speech 

on 22 October. We can look at that when it arrives to see if 

it suggests any particular line you could use at the Mansion 

House. 

Beyond that, my only other thought is that you might include 

some fairly light reference to the end of Lhe banking month. 

The last ever set of full banking month figures will be published 

on 16 October, the day of the speech. 

DLc, 
D L C PERETZ 

2 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

Possible outline and themes  

Introduction  

Speak X days atter return from annual international financial 

meetings in Washington. And 11 days before start of a new era 

in London's securities markets, the big bang, which has been 

largely a response to developments in world financial markets. 

A good moment to take stock of the growing integration of the 

world economy, and financial markets in particular. And to 

consider what this means for policy. 

World Economy  

Have been struck ovor years of meetings with fellow Finance 

Ministers by our shared recognition of Government's responsibility 

to maintain stable and consistent macro-economic policies. And 

recognition that this responsibility is heightened in a world 

of closely integrated and fast moving financial markets. 

Heartened by acceptance at Washington this year that 

Governments' responsibilities go further. 	That in a global 

financial village we also need to recognise interdependencies 

in approach to financial markets and to tax policies, because 

national differences [example?] can lead to damaging distortions 

in markets. 

[Section on world economy and Washington themes: 

State of world economy: 	disappointing first half year, 

latest evidence, prospects for sustained medium term growth. 

Look at major economies, imbalances on current account, 

fiscal policies. Thus far, little sign of much correction. 

[Agreed that] sustained and steady growth requires different 

adjustment by different countries, especially US, Japan. 

Developing countries]. 

4. 	[Consensus in Washington also on main areas of micro-economic 

1 



411 policy, applicable to industrial and developing countries 

market orientated policies 

privatisation 

need for tax and subsidy reductions] 

	

C, k 	-1;0-2R- ,'/1° 	
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( 1141-  

Big  Bang 	 0 

	

) 	 / g 	.,1A-1 

The last three years a time of unprecedented change in the City. 

Intensive legislative activity. More change in prospect. But 

big bang important milestone - ending of fixed commissions and 

dual capacity after 74 years. Proposed Stock Exchange/ISRO merger  

historic step in integrating domestic and international security 

markets. 

Upheaval no less than needed to maintain London's position 

as major international financial centre. 	Deregulation and new 

technology transformed financial markets worldwide. Major centres 

form part of global market in which innovation has become a way 

of life and traditional distinctions - between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds of financial 

intermediation - increasingly blurred. 

Major effort has been needed to equip Stock Exchange to compete 

in world markets. 	Clear that sustained effort will be needed 

to retain London's pre-eminence. Major challenges lie ahead for 

everyone concerned - new self-regulating bodies and authorites 

as well as market participants. 

Maintaining London's pre-eminence more than a matter of 

national pride. Financial services already one of Britain's most 

successful and fastest growing industries - as well as a major 

employer. 	Spin-off for rest of f.s, industry from having major 

international centre here in London. Development of more efficienL  

capital market should bring benefit for borrowers and lenders  

as well as practitioners. 	More liquid gilts market will help 

I a ,L,4 ,„A 



seduce cost of funding. Industry will benefit from access to 

cheaper and more flexible financing; development of new markets 

and new instruments offers greater scope for managing risks of 

variable interest rates and exchange rates. Obvious benefit for 

major companies - but, in time, benefit should extend to middle 

and smaller size companies whose access to international udpital 

markets and the innovations they have spawned now limited. 

But industry should be alert to potential risks as well as  

opportunities presented by big bang. Noted before how emphasis 

on short-term performance by instiLutional investors, fear of 

hostile take-overs, reinforces tendency of British industry to 

take short-term view - in wage disputes as well as investment 

and R&D decisions. (Companies can help themselves by taking more 

initiative in building long-term relationships with investors, 

explaining and taking public credit for strategic decisions eg 

publishing more information about R&D expenditure. And behaviour 
j 

of institutional investors sometimes reflects the pressures that 

companies, as trustees of pension funds, themselves exert. 

Can do much more to build up body of loyal individual  

shareholders - Government has shown the way, with the privatisation 

programme (British Telecom, reference to TSB, 

BGC) and provided new opportunities eg through 

but probably not  

PEPs. Heartening 

response to PEPs; more generally, no reason why private investor 

should lose out from big bang, as sometimes suggested. Indeed 

new technology and search for new markets should provide opportunity 

for major extension of individual share ownership. 

7. 	Exciting times in City, but thoughtful people naturally feel 

some trepidation too. Hear a number of concerns:- 

- the new climate will be too bracing. Well capitalised 

international firms with experience of operating under 

the new rules will go all out for market share, even 

if that means under-pricing risk. Danger of damage 

to the stability of the financial system, as well as 

viability of British owned firms. 

- Conflicts of interest will prove difficult to resolve, 



scale. 	Intensely 

markets will offer 

for fraud. 

competitive and integrated financial 

increased temptations and opportunities 

investor protection: those centres who insist on higher 

those with laxer regimes. Risk of competitive "bidding  

r1V VOA ow' 

increasing capital ratios of banking system since 1982. 

Similar considerations may apply to non-bank financial 

intermedaries too. Those who profit from opportunities 

created by freer markets should be prepared to increase 

their capital, [to enable them to take over the inevitable 

casualities of rapid change, and in the interests of 

the stability of the system as a whole]. 1 
obtaining to reciprocal treatment in other 

particularly given pressure to exploit economies ot 

- At a global level, inctedsing integration of financial 

markets will be inimical to effective supervision and 

standards will be put at a disadvantage relative to 

down" of regulatory standards. 

8. 	Responsibility for ensuring that these fears prove unfounded 

is shared. 

- The first line of defence against financial failures 

must be good management. 	It is management's job to 

conducted prudently, on the basis 

appraisal of market opportunities 

of risk, and to enforce high 

at every level. Not only banks 

well to study lessons of 1970's (Sovereign 

C.1. glove-61 4;6o 

C4,44144-11-43  

t*"14‘)4re`41/ 
t-ettute,  

who would do 

debt). 

see that business is 

of a clear sighted 

and realistic pricing 

standards of integrity 

some way 

committed 

financial 

) 

 prejudice 

to go - especially in Japan. 	Government is 

centres. 	"We have opened our doors without 

to nationality - but only on the understanding 

UNO_ 	Autt;114- 1 

0,4 'tie. ro4  t`A444' 	— One of those lessons 
1..04-44,4,44.1t44' 
V,,,1141% 

- Bound to be 

advantage of 

is need to strengthen capital  

base of financial system. 	Considerable progress in 

opportunities opening up elsewhere. 

casualities. But British firms are taking 

SLill 
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thaty British institutions will be allowed to operate 

in overseas markets on equal terms with domestic 

institutions." 

- Effective supervision and Lhe energetic prosection 

of fraud essential not just to London's reputation, 

but to stability of financial system. Adequate investor  

protection pre-requisiLe for wider share ownership. 

Government responded to challenge of financial change. 

Financial Services Bill, now reaching the statute book, 

provides com rehensive statutor framework, with tough 

powers against insider trading. Up to those who argued 

strongly for practitioner based approach to get the 

new system up and running without delay. Banking Bill  

to come soon. Full response to Roskill - reference 

to SFO etc. 

r61 
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- Both Government and regulators need to be fully aware 

of the wider horizons opening out for financial 

institutions and markets. Lead regulator arrangements 

recognise importance of effective co-operation between  

different regulatory bodies, spanning institutions 

performing similar functions. 	Also pressing need for 

effective co-operation at international level between 

various regulatory bodies. 	Valuable work by Basle 

Committee of Banking Supervisors. 	In securities field 

useful progress in reaching agreement on exchange of 

regulatory information for prosecution of financial 

fraud, on bilateral basis. Next job is to consider 

ways of harmonising key regulatory requirements eg on 

capital adequacy. 	Don't under-estimate difficulties, 

but can't be dodged. 	[?Best way forward may be on 

bilateral basis - as suggested by Governor.] 
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as 

monetary conditions, as 

speech to the 

requires constant exercise of 

I set out 

In the UK, policy 

fully earlier this year, after the Budget, in amt_j  

Lombard Association. Setting short term interesth  

judgement, taking account of all 

financial innovation clouds the statistics. 

will continue to be conducted precisely 

3. 	[If 	anything 	needs 	to 	be 	said 	about 	individual 

aggregates/indicators. Clear that demand for liquidity continues 

10/3070F 

40 Monetary Policy 

No Mansion House speech is complete without a word about monetary 

policy. Given the nature of modern financial markets - the speed 

with which they react, sometimes overreact, to news and to changes 

in expectations - the extent of agreement among my fellow Finance 

Ministers about the aims of moneLary policy is perhaps not 

surprising. Nor is it surprising that most of us actually conduct 

policy, in practice, in a very similar way, taking account of 

similar indicators and evidence. Most of the major countries 

are also facing similar difficulties in the interpretation of 

the evidence. But the essence of policy remains, as it has been 

since 1979, to maintain the sound financial conditions needed 

to ensure sustained and steady downward pressure on inflation. 

to rise faster than money GDP. MO  has continued to provide a 

useful guide to policy, and is now growing around the middle 

of its target range. Real interest rates high. Money GDP if 

anything a little below the path foiseen at time of Budget. 
4 

Exchange rate has also proved an increasingly useful guide. 

Certainly cannot ignore movements. While intervention performs 

a helpful smoothing role, wrong to react to every market 

fluctuation. And need to interpret more firmly based movements 

with care. Right for example for there to have been some fall 

in the rate when oil prices fell: that is how the economy adjusts 

to lower oil prices. But too large or fast a fall would have 

had unacceptable inflationary consequences.] 

[If any need to reassure market about PSBR/funding position. 

A year ago, said the aim of funding policy was to fund PSBR: 

no more, no less. That was what we did in 1985-86. We will 



0 do the same this year. The Government's funding needs over the 

remainder of the year are modest, and well within Lhe capacity 

of the new gilt edged market.] 

Domestic economy  

[To be written later, in light of IMF speech, preliminary 

indications from forecast, etc.] 

2 
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NOTE FOR THE RECORD 

FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 19 September 1986 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
SiL P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Evans 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The Chancellor held a meeting yesterday to discuss the outline of 

the Mansion House speech (Mr Peretz's 17 September minute). 

Themes  

2. 	The Chancellor identified three themes for the speech. 

Globalisation could be the framework for the section on 

financial markets. This should include the possibility 

of an international approach to supervision. 

Short-termism in industry had been a useful theme in the 

speech to the Scottish CBI, and could be developed 

further. 

Wider share ownership would be topical, and would have a 

broader appeal. Figures would be available by then for 

the number of new shareholders resulting from the TSB 
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• 
flotation. It should also be possible to say more about 

Personal Equity Plans, though the regulations would not 

be published by then. 

Structure 

3. 	The Chancellor hoped that this year's speech could be shorter 

than last year's. He suggested that the structure should be: 

Big Bang, financial markets, and wider share ownership; 

Monetary policy and the exchange rate; 

World and domestic economy. 

Big Bang  

The points in the early paragraphs of the outline on Big Bang 

should be kept very short, because they were by now very familiar. 

On the opportunities presented by Big Bang, he would make the 

point that London had competed successfully in financial markets 

where there had not been restrictions, eq. foreign exchange and 

Eurobonds. 	This suggested that London could also compete 

successfully in equities. 

On the likelihood of casualties, a reference should be made to 

the very high salaries, pointing out that with high rewards went 

high risks. 

The Chancellor suggested two further points about the risks of 

Big Bang: 	first, many of the innovations had been risk-reducing 

instruments, and that it was wrong to suggest that innovation only 

added to risk; and second, there was a need to strengthen the 
capital base of the banks. 



RESTRICTED 

There was no need to say explicitly that Big Bang was good for 

the small investor. The way to approach the point was that in the 

final sentence of paragraph 6 on page 3 of the outline. 

Monetary policy 

The Chancellor saw nothing to say about monetary policy, 

beyond that it was proceeding satisfactorily. He did not want to 

say anything about the exchange rate unless he had to. But this 

section could not be drafted until much nearer the time. 

The economy 

The section on the economy would follow closely what was said 

in Washington. The Chancellor hoped he would be able to end on an 

upbeat note. 

Next steps  

The Chancellor asked Mrs Lomax to draft the section on Big 

Bang, Mr Cassell and Mr Peretz to draft the section on monetary 

policy, and Sir T Burns to draft the section on the economy. 

A P HUDSON 
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• 
DRAFT LETTER TO PS/GOVERNOR 

GOVERNOR'S MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

,a_lt.e.s_ ;to-tja tte,r1A,I. 
The Chancellor has L 
over this afternoon. 

comments on the new draft you sent 

In paragraph 3 he feels it is very important that the Governor 

should not say that the fall in the exchange rate has gone "beyond 

the point at which the dangers of renewed inflation can be 

ignored ‘ " nor that "this is not to say that renewed inflation is 
- 

unavoidable". This could have a damaging effect on inflationary 

expectations, and carries the danger of suggesting that we want to 

see a rise  in the exchange rate: that could lead the markets to 

expect a further rise in interest rates, since the exchange rate 

has not in fact moved up. He also feels that - for similar reasons 

- it is unwise to say explicitly that sterling has declined 

"further than is necessary to offset the impact of lower oil 

prices". He therefore suggests that those passages are omitted, 

and the order very slightly changed, so that the speech runs: 

"With lower oil prices we need the prospect of an improving 

non-oil trade balance. And, thanks to lower oil prices, the 

exchange rate change necessary to effect the current account 

adjustment need not add to the risk of renewed inflation. But 

in the past our competitive position has been eroded by 

failure to contain cost increases. 	For the future, much 

depends on wages." 

He suggests that "burgeoning trade deficits" is replaced by "a 

deterioration in the trade balance". 

He feels that the beginning of paragraph 4 is unnecessarily 

negative. 	It starts by saying "Monetary policy cannot ... 	nor, 

more generally, can it ...". He suggests that these sentences 

should be deleted, so that the paragraph started by saying "The 

role of monetary policy is ...". 
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CONFIDENTIAL ftA • 

Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street. SW1P 3,-kG 
John Turner Esq 
Private Secretary to the Secretary of State for Employment 
Department of Employment 
Caxton House 
Tothill Street 
London 
SW1H 9NF 

(0 October 1986 

LA,  Jou.- 

PARTY CONFERENCE SPEECH 

The Chief Secretary discussed your Secretary of State's proposed 
Party Conference speech with him on the telephone today. 

The Chief Secretary said he had reservations about your 
Secretary of State promising "to say to all who are under 25 and 
are called in for interviews if we cannot find you a job either 
directly through a job club or if you cannot set yourself up in 
business we will provide you with a training course for up to 6 months 
leading to a recognised vocational qualification". The Chief 
Secretary said he was happy for this guarantee to be given for a 
pilot scheme but he had reservations about it in the context of 
possible nationwide extension of the pilot if it proved successful. 
Your Secretary of State assured the Chief Secretary that were the 
pilot to be successful, and were he to decide that he wanted this 
offer to be part of an extended nationwide scheme, he would be 
prepared to reduce expenditure on other programmes to fund that 
commitment. 

The Chief Secretary also questioned your Secretary of State's 
desire to refer to a possible 2,000 job clubs by the end of the 
summer. Your Secretary of State pressed very hard that this be 
included. The Chief Secretary accepted this on the basis that it 
would mean no addition to provision, and a decision to go beyond 
2,000 would only be taken if it proved to be necessary and cost 
effective. 

Yls-1-4 s a 

• 

JILL RUTTER 
Private Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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FROM: J W GRICE 
6 October 1986 

MR CASSELL 	 cc PPS 
Mr Peretz 

BANK STUDY INTO BROAD MONEY 

Mr Allan's minute to me of 15 September (attached) underlined 

the importance that the Chancellor places on agreeing a line 

on the results of the Bank's study before the Mansion House speech. 

Since then Mr Peretz and I have asked the Bank to send us the 

results several times. T spoke again to Gordon Midgely on Friday 

to chase progress. Midgely told me that it was unlikely that 

we would be able to see the results for a few days yet. 

Apparently, he does not feel that he can let us see anything 

until he has spoken to Eddie George and received his comments. 

But of course Eddie has been preoccupied in recent days and has 

not had time to talk about this study (or even, perhaps, to read 

it). 

The trouble is that we are now only eight working days from 

October 16, the day of the Mansion House speech. That means 

that we need to prise something out of the Bank as soon as 

possible. Accordingly, you may feel that you want to raise this 

issue directly with Eddie; otherwise time will be very short. 

• 
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I reported to the Chancellor what you had told me about the Bank 

study of broad money: that it was now being written up, and that 

the plan was for the Governor to use it in a speech at Loughborough 

on 22 October. The Chancellor feels that it is very important that 

we do see the results before the Mansion House Speech, (a) because 

the Governor will clearly have done so, and (b) because at the very 

least it would look bad for the Chancellor to say something at the 

Mansion House if the Governor is going to say the opposite at 

Loughborough. He feels we need to agree a line on the results of 

the study before  the Mansion House. 
GC, 
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9-6/  cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Peretz 

2 aR/gb Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Kelly 

FROM: A C S ALLAN 
DATE: 15 SEPTEMBER 1986 

BANK STUDY INTO BROAD MONEY 
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FROM: A P HUDSON 	̂4T 774tf-w- 

DATE: 7 October 1986 	f 
c, 

MRS LOMAX cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Evans 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Culpin 

?op 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

This is just to record that the Chancellor would like to see a draft 

of the Mansion House speech for the weekend. I understand you are 

working to this timetable. 

2. 	Clearly, some parts of the speech cannot sensibly be written 

for that deadline, but it would be helpful to have as much as 

possible. 

A P HUDSON 



CHANCELLOR 
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r 	, /  Mr  

‘rkj Y2c1411C  k\Y Nr MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach some draft material on the Big Bang for your Mansion 

House speech. It is deliberatelyCan the longsi-Tc".  since it is 

not yet clear how much you will want to say one1ther monetary 

policy or the economy. 

2. 	I gather the section on monetary policy is waiting on your 

meeting later today. Mr Hudson is providing a possible outline 

for the economy section. 

ix 

Mr'sfy 	RACHEL LOMAX 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH: DRAFT 

It is just over a fortnight since I returned from the annual 

meetings of the IMF and World Bank in Washington. As I had occasion 

to observe then, the past few weeks have seen an almost unhealthy 

preoccupation, in the markets and in the press, with very short-term 

concerns. 

0,01With Big Bang less than a fortnight away, I want tonight to offer 

a longer-term perspective on the changes that are taking place 

in financial markets and what they mean both for policy and for 

the rest of the economy. 

Big Bang  

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a response to intense 

international competitive pressures. 	Deregulation and new 

technology have transformed financial markets worldwide. 	The 

major financial centres are fast becoming part of a global market )  

in which innovation is a way of life ) and traditional distinctions 

between national and international markets) and between different 

kinds of financial institutions are becoming increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move so far or 

so fast to stay ahead of the international game. The Government 

has had to move swiftly )  too. Constructing a credible regulatory 

framework, flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 

already absorbed an immense amount of legislative time and effort. 

No one here tonight needs reminding LhaL the Big Bang is only 

a beginning. 
	 C. 	 ••■■■• p. 

The proposal to merge ISRO and the Stock Exchange, and to create 

an International London Stock Exchange, could mark a further 
' 

historic step towards integrating domestic and international 

securities mark. 

1 



("Major challenges lie ahead for everyone concerned - for the new 

self regulatory bodies and the authorities, as well as for market 

practitioners. 

Maintaining London's pre-eminence has of course been far more 

than a matter of national pride: a thriving financial secLor is 

crucial to the success of a free enterprise economy. 

! 	 ) 

The development of a more efficient London capital market will 
,>1 

bring benefits for borrowers and lenders alike. The Government 

has an obvious interest in developing a more liquid gilts market. 

Industry too should have access to cheaper and more flexible 

financing. New markets in futures, options and swaps are already 

WeAd viA-A-  14-mvstAa a 	e A," .. irve -,0 ,...4.4.e.- rAz , i7v,i4. 	/ rates and exchange rates 
c4ore 
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The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest growing and 

r most successful industries, with an impressive record in creating 

\yenew jobs.X London's success will generate new ideas and 

,. ,1)  opportunities whose influence will be felt far beyond the Square 

Mile, to the ultimate benefit of smaller companies and private 

investors who have no aspirations to dabble in international capital 

markets. 

greatly increasing companies' ability to cope with volatile interest 

Of course, competition and change carrytisks as well as'rewards i  Vv 
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The new climate will be too bracing for some. 

But I do not share the pessimism of those who fear that British 

\J' )\ 

v.)  players 

However 

advantage, And I take 

\k,  survived 

were free to compete - such as insurance and foreign , currency 

business - they showed a strongly international bent.  ) 1.4 .̀ 	51*^11  
L.- 1411-  
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We have made it clear, too, that while our financial system works 

without prejudice to nationality, the Government is committed 

PK,  • 

will account for a disproportionate share of the casualties. 

the playing field, the home team i<:always at a 

coMfOrt ftorti the thought that London 

level 

as a major financial centre through four decades of 

in the areas where British firms 
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exchange controls partly because, 



0 to obtaining reciprocal treatment for British firms in other 

financial centres. 

My Ministerial colleagues and I have made this position clear 

to the Japanese authorities and I am pleased to say that in the 

past year or so 7 UK houses have been granted licenpes to operate 

in Tokyo. More are in prospect. 

As a final sanction, the Government is taking statutory powers )  

in the Financial Services Bill I t-o-erlIow-t to refuse to authorise, 

or to remove authorisation 5,1-from1- any financial institutions, 

including banks, whose national authorities do not provide 

reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff competition 

from some well capitalised and experienced foreign concerns. 

The first line of defence must always be sound management. There 

is no long-term advantage in the single minded pursuit of market 

share, at the expense of a prudent assessment of market 

opportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

And the system as a whole will be better able to cope with the 

occasional failure if those who profit from freer markets take 

the opportunity to strengthen their capital base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt in the 1970s 

is instructive. Banks have made considerable progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. But-  other financial institutions 

might usefully consider whether there are lessons for them too. 

Regulation  

One casualty no-one can afford is London's reputation for integrity 

and sound dealing. 

The Government attach the highest importance to effective 

supervision, investor protection and the energetic prosecution 

of fraud. 



410 As the Home Secretary recently announced, the Government has decided 
to accept most of the Roskill Committee's recommendations, including 

the creation of a new Serious Fraud Office for the investigation 

and prosecution of the most complex and serious cases. 

The Building Societies' Act has already received Royal Assent 

and comes into force on 1 January next year. 

The Financial Services Bill is now passing through its final 

Parliamentary stages. The next task is to get the new systems 

up and running without delay -and to make sure that they work. 

To complete the picture, the Bank of England has greatly increased 

the resources devoted to banking supervision, and the new Board 

of Banking Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory framework 

within which the Bank operates. 

I well understand the concerns of those who argue that economic 

regulation has costs; and who point to the risk that, by insisting 

on high standards here, we will put ourselves at a competitive 

disadvantage relative to centres with laxer regimes. 

But a competitive bidding down of regulatory standards is in no 

one's interest. While I believe this is increasingly recognised 

in other major financial centres, both among the key players and 

the regulatory authorities, the rapid pace of change in financial 

markets makes it impossible to be complacent.  !, 41›,  

-04 
Improved international co-operation 'must be high on the agenda 

of all supervisors, both in the securities field and in banking. 

4--)  

Wider share ownership  

The Government's commitment to promoting a wider spread of 

individual share ownership gives it a.r interest in 

maintaining high standards of integrity in financial markets and 

ensuring effective investor protection. 

4 
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410 Over the past 7 years more families have felt able to increase  \\ 
their ownership of assets beyond their own home. 	The most 

significant single step was of---eourse the privatisation of British 

Telecom, which started with 2 million shareholders and still retains 

over lk million two years later 	The TB  issue,-  albeit something 
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The PEP scheme which I introduced in my last Budget offers a further 

opportunity to increase the number of individual shareholders. 

With the enthusiastic co-operation of a number of institutions, 

including the Stock Exchange and some of the clearing banks and 

building societies, the details of this scheme are now virtually 

finalised, and I hope to lay the necessary regulations before 

Parliament in the near future in good time for the scheme to start 

as planned next January. 

)rert-Pr- c 	 yvk 'rv ketre e i.,rryrJ 

This comes at a time when new technology will offer increasing 

scope for cutting costs on small share deals. There is at last 

a real prospect of reversing the long-term trend to institutional 

ownership of British industry. 

-1VQ 	z 

I hope industry for its part will give a positive welcome to the 

increasing number of small shareholders - even if it involves 

them in some extra costs. 

As some recent take-over battles have shown, the small shareholder 

often develops a loyalty to the company in which he invests, if 

it serves him well over the years,) which leads him to take a longer 

term view than many large institutional investors. 

Wider share ownership is one answer to those industrialists who 

complain that their ability to take decisions in the long-term 

interest of their company is inhibited by an excessive emphasis 

on short-term performance by fund managers. 

If there is some substance in this complaint - and I suspect there 

is - companies will need to be alive to the potential risks as 

well as the opportunities presented by Big Bang. 

5 



Long-term relationships may need active nurturing through a period 

of institutional upheaval. And companies might well consider 

how far the demand for short-term performance can be traced back 

to the pressures they themselves exert, as managers of their own 

pension funds. 

One thing is clear: British industry cannot afford to take a 

short-term view - on investment, research and development 

expenditure, industrial training or pay. 

Whatever our prowess as an exporter of financial services - and 

I believe it will continue to be considerable - our future 

employment and prosperity will always depend on achieving excellence 

over a wide range of economic activities. 
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World Economy 

When we met last year, the world oil price stood at 

[$30] a barrel. By January, it had fallen to $22, 

and in April to $10, before coming back to round 

about the present figure of [$14-15]. 

It is a measure of the underlying resilience of the 

world economy, and of the United Kingdom economy 

within it, that the world has adjusted to this 

dramatic fall without the disastrous effects which 

many predicted. To reverse a well known 

advertisement, we have not made a crisis out of a 

drama. 

The fall in the oil price was, of course, much in 

our minds at the international meetings a fortnight 

ago in Washington. Understandably, press reports of 

these meetings tended to emphasise the differences 

of view, and the arguments. But I am sure that the 

fundamental points, on which we have come to agree 

over the years, are more important than the more 

specific questions [of tactics and timing], on which 

there will obviously be differences from time to 



• time. 

We agree on the cardinal importance of 

controlling inflation. And we agree that the 

way to do this is through monetary and fiscal 

policies. 

We agree on the need to improve the supply 

performance of our economies. 	And more and 

more countries are coming to realise that the 

way to do this is by liberating market forces. 

A consensus is fast developing on the virtues 

of privatisation, deregulation - not just in 

financial 	markets 	but 	in 	other 	areas 

too - reduction of income tax, and tax reform 

to reduce distortions. 

We agree on the need for free markets to 

operate at the international level, as well as 

domestically. When I spoke to you last year, I 

said that a theme of the international meetings 

had been recognition of the need to halt the 

protectionist tide. A major step forward was 

taken last month in Uruguay, with the agreement 

to hold a further GATT round covering not only 

manufactured 	goods 	but 	agriculture 	and 

services as well. 

It is vital that the will to co-operate which led to 

the successful conclusion of talks in Uruguay is 

carried through to actual agreements when the talks 

begin. Given the will, international co-operation 

is feasible, as we have demonstrated. __ 



- Just over a year ago, Finance Ministers of 

the major industrial countries met in the Plaza 

Hotel in New York. 	We agreed on closer 

international 	co-operation 	on 	economic 

management, and in particular, onL,r àcc  

- Beyond that, when we met in Tokyo in June, we 

agreed to improve the process by which we work 

towards greater consistency in economic 

policy, and are making use of agreed indicators 

in our analysis of developments. 

This co-operation has been achieved partly because 

governments are concentrating more and more on 

policies which will make for sustainable, non-

inflationary growth in the medium-term. This must 

be a better approach than making dramatic changes of 

policy to deal with short-term problems. 

The familiar imbalances in the world economy have 

become a recurring theme of these speeches. The 

fiscal deficit in the United States remains much too 

high; as does the Japanese current account surplus. 

Progress in reducing these imbalances has been much 

slower than we would have wished. There are signs 

that next year may see changes in the right 

direction: there is a better prospect of a reduced 

US deficit; and the Japanese Government has 

announced measures to [boost domestic demand]. 



• 	The changes in exchange rates should help to reduce 
the imbalances. 	But they will certainly not be 

sufficient on their own. 

A dominant influence on world growth has, of course, 

been the fall in the oil price. The initial effect 

has been to slow down the growth of world activity. 

Countries whose income has fallen have reduced their 

imports rapidly, weakening the export performance 

of the industrial countries and some others. 

Industrial production in the major industrialised 

countries has therefore shown little advance so far 

this year. 

But this pattern comes as no surprise. After each 

of the massive oil price increases in the seventies, 

there was a delay of several months before output 

was decisively affected. So the benefits of cheaper 

oil have yet to emerge. 

In a speech a few months ago, I suggested that the 

present period merely represented a pause before 

growth picks up. Others have shared this view, and 

I see no reason to change it. I expect domestic 

demand in the industrialised countries to start to 

grow more rapidly, and I remain optimistic about the 

outlook for the world economy over the next year. 
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Domestic Economy 	 vok-  war 
The impact of the oil price fall on the UK economy 

has been broadly the same as for the world economy. 

Of course, as the fifth largest oil producing nation 

we have been more affected than most, but the dire 

prophecies of the gloom and doom merchants have not 

been fulfilled. Indeed, although the Exchequer lost 

some E51bn in prospective oil revenues this year, I 

was still able to cut taxes slightly in the last 

Budget, while remaining firmly within the framework 

ot the medium-term financial strategy. 

As with the world economy generally, the inflation 

benefits of the price fall have come through before 

the benefits for growth. For the past  p416  months, 
‘l/tA1t-' 

inflation has stood at  2.74-pc-r eent  - the lowest for 

nearly 20 years. 	As I said in Washington, the 

underlying 	rate 	is 	not quite 	as 	low 	as 

that - perhaps around 3* per cent. [Outlook] 

There should by now be no doubt about the firmness 

of our resolve on inflation. Not only are we 

determined that there should be no resurgence of 

inflation. Our aim is to eliminate it altogether. 

Again in line with the world picture, overall output 

growth has been slower than envisaged, after 4 years 

of steady growth of about 3 per cent a year. And 



• 	exports are flatter. [There are a number of 
encouraging developments in the UK which give me 

confidence in maintaining my view that this is 

merely a pause before faster growth resumes.] 

Exports are showing signs of picking up. 

Investment 
	

is at an all-time high. 

Manufacturing investment grew by 6 per cent in 

1985, and investment in the construction and 

service industries grew by 8 per cent. 

Manufacturing productivity, in the second 

quarter of this year, was over 30 per cent 

above its trough in 1980 - an average growth of 

5 per cent a year for over 5 years. 

Industrial relations are again in good order, 

with the number of disputes at the lowest level 

for almost 50 years. 

The effect of lower oil prices has been felt 

particularly in the current account of the balance 

of payments. [Can we repeat Washington message, ie 

that non-oil exports will have to rise, but a lower 

real exchange rate will contribute to this, and that 

it has been achieved, but will take time to bring 

results?] 

The most intractable problem remains unemployment. 

It bears repeating that since June 1983, nearly a 
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• 	million new jobs have been created, and total 
employment has risen for 12 successive 

quarters - the longest period of continuous growth 

for 20 years. Unemployment remains at its high 

level because of the growth in the workforce. 

We have sought to tackle unemployment through 

measures which will contribute to the long-term 

growth and development of the economy. Thus for 

young people we have concentrated on schemes such as 

the new 2-year Youth Training Scheme, which make for 

a more highly skilled workforce in future. And 

youth unemployment is now below the Common Market 

average, and falling. For the long-term unemployed, 

we offer, for example, assistance for those who want 

to set up their own businesses, who may then create 

jobs for others. 

[The better outlook for the economy is the best 

reason for confidence that unemployment will come 

down.] 

Conclusion 

One of the themes of my speech today has been the 

rapid changes in the world economy. Against this 

background, it is tempting to focus exclusively on 

short-term considerations. But the very fact of 

rapid change makes it all the more important to 



concentrate on objectives for the medium and long-

term, and how best to achieve them. 

We have tried to do this in Government. 	The 

medium-term financial strategy has been, and will 

continue to be, a discipline for us, and a stable 

framework within which the private sector can plan. 

We have always made clear our policies of tax 

reduction, tax reform, privatisation, and wider 

share ownership, which I reaffirmed last week. 

[Looking ahead is also important in the financial 

markets. The firms who succeed after Big Bang will 

need strong strategic leadership, as well as shrewd 

dealers.] 

Perhaps most important of all, industry needs to 

look to the long-term, to seize the opportunities 

that will come the way of British firms which can 

compete in world markets. This means more research 

and development, better training, and a more 

realistic approach to pay and costs. 

The events of the past year have revealed the 

underlying strength of the British economy. I can 

assure you, my Lord Mayor, that I shall do all in my 

power to maintain the policies which created that 

strength. 

• 
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RESTRICTED 

• FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 19 September 1986 

NOTELAPOWTHWREINUM-_, cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir G Littler 
Sir T Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Lavelle 
Mr Evans 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The Chancellor held a meeting yesterday to discuss the outline of 

the Mansion House speech (Mr Peretz's 17 September minute). 

Themes  

2. 	The Chancellor identified three themes for the speech. 

Globalisation could be the framework for the section on 

financial markets. This should include the possibility 

of an international approach to supervision. 

Short-termism in industry had been a useful theme in the 

speech to the Scottish CBI, and could be developed 

further. 

Wider share ownership would be topical, and would have a 

broader appeal. Figures would be available by then for 

the number of new shareholders resulting from the TSB 



• 
flotation. It should also be possible to say more about 

Personal Equity Plans, though the regulations would not 

be published by then. 

Structure 

3. 	The Chancellor hoped that this year's speech could be shorter 

than last year's. He suggested that the structure should be: 

Big Bang, financial markets, and wider share ownership; 

Monetary policy and the exchange rate; 

World and domestic economy. 

Big Bang  

The points in the early paragraphs of the outline on Big Bang 

should be kept very short, because they were by now very familiar. 

On the opportunities presented by Big Bang, he would make the 

point that London had competed successfully in financial markets 

where there had not been restrictions, eg. foreign exchange and 

Eurobonds. 	This suggested that London could also compete 

successfully in equities. 

On the likelihood of casualties, a reference should be made to 

the very high salaries, pointing out that with high rewards went 

high risks. 

The Chancellor suggested two further points about the risks of 

Big Bang: first, many of the innovations had been risk-reducing 

instruments, and that it was wrong to suggest that innovation only 

added to risk; and second, there was a need to strengthen the 

capital base of the banks. 



There was no need to say explicitly that Big Bang was good for 

the small investor. The way to approach the point was that in the 

final sentence of paragraph 6 on page 3 of the outline. 

Monetary policy 

The Chancellor saw nothing to say about monetary policy, 

beyond that it was proceeding satisfactorily. He did not want to 

say anything about the exchange rate unless he had to. But this 

section could not be drafted until much nearer the time. 

The economy 

The section on the economy would follow closely what was said 

in Washington. The Chancellor hoped he would be able to end on an 

upbeat note. 

Next steps 

The Chancellor asked Mrs Lomax to draft the section on Big 

Bang, Mr Cassell and Mr Peretz to draft the section on monetary 

policy, and Sir T Burns to draft the section on the economy. 

A P HUDSON 



FROM: A P HUDSON 
DATE: 10 OCTOBER 1986 

cc 	Sir P Middlcton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

At your meeting on 	 September, you suggested that the structure 

for this year's speech should be: 

Big Bang, financial markets, and wider share ownership; 

Monetary policy and the exchange rate; 

World and domestic economy. 

I attach a draft section on Big Bang by Mrs Lomax, and a draft 

of my own on the economy. The latter is very much a sighting shot, 

based on what was said in Washington and previously. It will need a 

lot of attention next week, in the light of reactions to the 

Forecast. 

We shall also draft the section on monetary policy next week. 

We have arranged a meeting to discuss the speech at 5.30pm on 

Tuesday 14th. If copy recipients have comments on the section on 

the economy, in particular, I shall try to incorporate them into a 

second draft before then. 

A P HUDSON 

SM2/33 • 
CHANCELLOR 
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SECRET 

FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 13 October 1986 

SIR P MIDDLETON 	 cc Sir T Burns 
Mr Culpin 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH: MONETARY POLICY 

• • • I attach the Chancellor's outline of the monetary policy section of 

the Mansion House speech. 

A P HUDSON 
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FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 13 October 1986 

SIR P MIDDLETON 	 cc Sir T Burns 
Mr Culpin 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH: MONETARY POLICY 

I attach the Chancellor's outline of the monetary policy section of 

the Mansion House speech. 

4tv 
A P HUDSON 
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12.43 	 SECRET 

MANSION HOUSE - MONETARY POLICY SECTION 

The policy is as outlined in last year's Mansion House Speech and 

in Lombard Speech. 

So a few words only are needed on its implementation in the light of 

recent events. 

The PSBR is on track, as today's figures show, so no problem on 

fiscal front. 

But recent indications that monetary conditions too loose. Not 

broad money and credit - difficult to interpret, but growth of 

personal debt ratio simply a sign of the evolution of the economy 

and of people's habits: still well below that of US and matched by 

growth of personal holdings of liquid assets. 

No: indications provided by MO and exchange rate. Given the oil 

price collapse, inevitable and [necessary] that exchange rate 

should fall to enable - when of course has worked through - rising 

non-oil exports to offset fall in oil export revenues. 

(Indications of % rise required). But that fall has now gone far 

enough. As for MO growth, this is still well within target range, 

but above mid point and tending to rise. So especially in light of 

exchange rate fall, needs to be brought back to mid point. 



SECRET 

However interest rates in UK are high at present (refer to 

differential with US nominal and - [conjecturally] - real rates); 

and all things considered 1% increase all that is required. 

In the 	 aftermath of the Washington meetings, market was 

trying to draw a 2% hike. So long as that remained the case, i was 

not prepared to move at all: the phase/storm was bound to blow 

itself out, and it did. 

Thus as soon as calm had been restored, the 1% move I have judged 

appropriate was implemented. 
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CONFIDENTIAL COVERING SECRET 

NO  L  OF 4 COPIES 

PERMANENT SECRETARY 	 CHANCELLOR 
SIR T.BURNS 

You have been asked by the Chancellor to draft the 
monetary passage in the Mansion House speech. 

I attach a couple of pages of thoughts about what 
might be said, from the viewpoint of both an ex-market 
consumer and a political adviser. 

I apologise for the amateurish layout, but, in the 
circumstances, I thought it better to bash it out on my own 
word-processor. 

ALASTAIR ROSS GOOBEY 
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SRCRET 
The operation of monetary policy has not changed in 

essence since this time last year. The interpretation of 
broad money indicators remains clouded by the unprecedented 
rise in the velocity of circulation, partly caused no doubt 
by the current changes in financial markets, which have their 
consequences in the liquidity profile of many participants. 
Narrow money still gives the best current indication of 
conditions, its veiociLy change being much more steady, and 
having proved a better predictive tool than almost any other. 
Asset prices are carefully monitored, with more attention 
being paid to the stock market than hitherto as its effects 
on the individual become more widespread. The exchange rate 
however has usually been the precursor of changes in the 
authorities' interpretation of monetary policy. It is by no 
means a sufficient reason for a change in policy of itself, 
but, if confirmed by the other indicators, will still create 
a presumption of change. 

The modest rise in interest rate which the authorities 
initiated earlier this week is a good indicator of how policy 
works in practice. In July, when interest rates were last 
reduced in most G5 countries, sterling M3 was already running 
at above the top of the range indicated in my March Budget. 
and PSL2, having remained steady in its growth rate for some 
time, had also shown some acceleration. The stock market had 
fallen back from its April high, but remained well above its 
year-ago level. House prices, on average, had risen sharply 
in the first two quarters of 1986, and the year-on-year rate 
of growth had accelerated. But the exchange rate had remained 
relatively strong, particularly against the weak dollar. It 
was certainly stronger than analysis had suggested would have 
been justified by the more than fifty per cent fall in oil 
prices. MO was at the low end of its target range. Interest 
rates were widely expected to fall in the UK as well, but the 
authorities judged that there was enough evidence to suggest 
caution, and rates remained unchanged between May and 
October. 

What then changed between July and October? There was no 
acceleration in the broad money indicators, the stock market 
had ceased to show any obvious trend, and house price rises 
are currently showing signs of a decelerating advance. MO 
however has risen above the middle of its target range and. 
more particularly, the exchange rate has fallen. Although I 
have no reason to expect MO to move outside its target range, 
and today's PSBR figure shows that, after six months, there 
is no reason to change broad expectations for the financial 
year's outcome, the indicators suggested that a modest 
tightening was required. 

Since most of this information has been in the public 
domain for the past three weeks, we have been criticised, and 
not just from predictable quarters, for a delay in taking 
action. I say to you tonight that only ten days ago, there 
were widespread calls for a rise in interest rates of a 
degree not justified at all by the degree of monetary ease 
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SECRET 
which I have just described. At that time there was a 
consensus that the September money supply would show a 
further acceleration in broad money aggregates, for what they 
are currently worth as an indicator, but which would be taken 
as a sign of increasing slackness. As a General Election 
approaches, it is also inevitable that market operators will 
become more sensitive to the possible changes in policy that 
a General Election might produce. This is not the occasion to 
make partisan comments, and what I say is merely observation 
of palpable truths; the very possibilty of a change of 
government, any change in which would involve a more relaxed 
attitude to fiscal policy, or even Lhat this government may 
be prepared to relax its fiscal stance in the run-up to an 
election, will make the holding of sterling seem, for the 
period of those conferences, a less attractive policy. 

The government demons ted last week that it is by no 
means going to relax it fiscal tance for electoral reasons. 
The policies announced 1 k are all designed to achieve 
greater value for money. There is some redistribution within 
departments between programmes, but no significant extra 
overall spending involved. The move in interest rates this 
week has been made in a calmer atmosphere, and represents a 
suitable response to current monetary indicators. Let no-one 
misunderstand me: if indicators suggest that another upward 
move is neccesary, then that action will be taken. We will 
not be dictated to by the constraints of short-termism to do 
more than is necessary. 

Meanwhile there are increasing signs that the pause in 
economic activity in both the world and the United -Kiilgdom to 
which I have been referring since May, is conying to an end. 
The initial downward adjustment to world,,tic-ade caused by the 
fall in the purchasing power of the -eril-producers is being 
succeeded by the greater consumptipil-- of the oil consumers. I 
am far too old a hand to suggegt that this month and last 
month's unemployment figures r,e-Present the change in trend we 
have all been working toward 	but there can be no doubt that 
the recent experience ha 	been much improved since the 
disappointing late wint r figures. I _predict with some  

1,clena,a-4.4a4.4000when  I rise to speak to you this time next 
year, 	 mrn 	coo-nom4.e 

he-1.e  3ng-34.7.4-4m-- 1 9 5kg,  the economy 

will be in its seventh year of economic growth averaging not 
far short of 3 per cent, government spending will remain 
under control, and sp.1-11aug-h ,--46•e-41~--have-asela—th_at_aliza4-e -Evl 

-trcrartr-erfi----4142•404.1- 0  inflation will still be within the 
range about which we became complacent in the 1950s and 60s. 
Monetary policy will, as now, be no looser but no tighter 
than that required to exert a continued downward pressure on 
the rate of inflation. This government will never be 
complacent about  bier' inflation,rimpr  knowing 
4a44-h-.era...1Dr-t401-aGon-Lead-a-„ine-xorabIy -to-a,  

sort of problems which the last seven years have seen us drag 
ourselves painfully out of. 
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cc 	Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Peretz 
Mr C Kelly 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Ross Goobey 
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I attach a draft. It omits Germany where narrow money appears 

to be more of a problem than broad. And it does not refer at 

all to intervention though a sentence could easily be fitted 

into paragraph 5. I have deliberately kept it short, with 

occasional optional words. 

P E MIDDLETON 

The Governor's speech, which I have just seen, contains some 

similar thoughts. He does refer to intervention so we shall 

need to establish a common position. 
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DRAFT  

55 	 SECRET 

On this occasion, last year, I set out our financial strategy 

in the clearest terms. The Government was determined to reduce 

inflation furLher. There was only one way. By continuously 

monitoring the indicators of monetary conditions, and ensuring 

that they were consistent with continued lower inflation. If 

one indicator deteriorated, we would require convincing evidence 

from the others before concluding that this was acceptable. 

We have done exactly that. And done it against an exceedingly 

difficult world background, with periods of great turbulence. 

Last year I pointed to the Plaza accord to facilitate a 

fall in the dollar. And the dollar has indeed fallen. By over 

20% against all currencies. Against the mark it is down by 43% 

and against the yen by 54%. 	Looked at over the year, the 

smoothness of the adjustment has been remarkable. But such changes 

cannot take place without some upheaval and times of intense 

speculation in financial markets. 

This time last year I did not know that oil prices were 

going to fall by half, with profound effects both on output and 

financial balances throughout the world. 

You will not therefore be surprised to hear that the pursuit 

of a constant policy has not been easy. At times we have had 

to move a little here and there with the storm. But we have 

never lost sight of our great purpose. And we have refused to 

be buffetted by every small wind [reference to January 1986]. 

Throughout we have been guided by our strategy, and guided by 

it we shall continue to be. 

So we did not rush to make a change in interest rates in 

the supercharged atmosphere of Lhe last four weeks [before and 

after the Washington meetings]. Even though it was clear to 

us as well as the markets Lhat some change would be needed. The 

excessive expectations and exaggerated comment which were being 

generated could have led to excessively high interest rates. 
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Mr Scholar 
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Mr Hall 
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arIVRRNnR's MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

--- We have just received the attached copy of the present draft of the 

Governor's Mansion House Speech. 

2. 	Please could we have any comments as soon as possible. 

A P HUDSON 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

My Lord Mayor, Mr Chancellor, My Lords, Aldermen, Mr Recorder, 

Sheriffs, Ladies and Gentlemen 

Sir Nicholas, in proposing the toast, has once again given us a 

most eloquent and impressive speech. 	The Bankers and Merchants 

of the City are enjoying ever-closer relations with the Stock 

Exchange; and as they gather on the eve of the Big Bang, which is 

to transform so much of the City and its way of doing business, it 

is only fitting that they should hear so important a contribution 

from Sir Nicholas. 	He has presided with great dignity and skill 

over this often very difficult period of transition. 	The 

achievement of the old and new members of the Stock Exchange is in 

many senses a collective one; but even so I doubt that we could 

have have come so far or achieved so much without his inspiring 

leadership. 	It is, if T may say so, most appropriate that 

following the recent merger with the International Securities 

Regulatory Organisation, Sir Nicholas is now officially Chairman 

of the "International Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom and the 

Republic of Ireland": though happily we can Continuesto refer to 

it as 	he stock Exchange". 
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1 	This is an occasion for looking backwards with the outgoing 

Lord Mayor as well as looking forwards, as to varying degrees the 

Financial Markets always do. 	As the Big Bang approaches our 

forward agenda is more than usually full; and I shall turn in a 

moment to some of the competitive and regulatory issues that we 

still face. 	But the past 12 months have been eventful too. 	I 

spoke here last year fresh from the Plaza Meeting ht which the 

Governments and central Banks of the Group of 5 countries 

undertook'to concert their efforts to bring about a substantial 

realignment of the dollar's exchange rates. 	I doubt whether any 

of us present at that meeting expected to see, over the following 

12 months, a . further 20% fall in the dollar combined with the 

simultaneous decline in dollar interest rates: this was, in last 

year's language, a soft landing indeed. 	It was made possible by 

the disinflationary impulse of a halving of oil prices in dollar 

and sterling terms: and they have of course fallen even further 

in terms of the yen and the deutschmark. 

2 	What the fall in the oil price has not done, contrary to some 

expectations, is to prompt a sudden burst of non-inflationary 

growth - the counterpart of the stagflation which followed the oil 

price rises in the 1970s. 	The fact is that all such shocks are 

initially deflationary - not only because losers adjust more 

quickly than gainers, but also as a result of the uncertainty that 

they breed and the damage that they are liable to do to financial 

intermediaries. 	Nonetheless the oil consumers of the world have 

henefitted from an increase in real income which will stimulate 

their demand for other goods, and we are now beginning to see this 

in the major industrial economies. 
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3 	In the United Kingdom, a central question has been the 

exchange rate. With lower oil prices we needed the prospect of an 

improving non-oil trade balance; but our competitive position had 

been eroded by past failure to contain cost increases. 	[Over a 

run of years, the exchange rate change needed to effect this 

adjustment to the current account is probably not big enough fully 

to offset the beneficial effects on inflation of lower oil 
, 	

prices.] 	But with its recent weakness sterling has in fact 
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wages. 	Our productivity performance to date comes nowhere near 

to warranting the 4-5% annual growth in real income implied by the 

recent gap between overall earnings growth and retail price 

butDas we 

inflation. 

have recently seen, too rapid a rise in consumption can 
r 
Room does exist for some rise in living standards 

all too easily be translated into a burgeoning trade deficit. The 

1 0,,& 60Yks 

vwei-t004 ,  
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only solution is for there to be a sharp reduction in the general 

level of pay settlements in the pay round which is just 

beginning. Recent indications of the level of settlements offer 
Nil•re•, 04 co.., Wt.re, 

4,eit" 
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, 	,;4,;, 1983 when inflation was nearly 5%, or twice its present level. 
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4 Monetary policy cannot directly improve labour cost 

declined further than is necessary to offset the impact of lower 

oil prices on the current account, and beyond the 

dangers of renewed inflation can be ignoredj 
0 rT 

'say that renewed inflation is unavoidable. 	Much 

some hope, but settlements averaging 5 1/2% are no lower than in 

4CP:  

point at which 'IcArift ■ 
This is not to 

depends on 

performance; 
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nor, more generally, can it bring about the 

in industrial innovation and efficiency which are 

needed to take advantage of the substantial opportunities now 

available to British producers in world markets. The role of 
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monetary policy is progressively to squeeze out inflation, and the 

economic distortions to which it gives rise, as an:essential 

precondition for any sustained expansion in activity and 

employment. That has been our consistent aim over many years, and. 

we have had a considerable measure of success. We are determined 

to ensure that this monetary discipline is maintained. The 

difficulties we are encountering in operating in turbulent markets 

and at a time of rapid financial change, will not be allowed to 

jeopardise that fundamental long-term objective. 

5 Our problems in pursuing monetary targetry in present 

conditions are not new, and, although currently more severe than 

elsewhere, they are by no means unique to this country. Monetary 

targets are being overrun in the US, Germany and Japan among 

others. In all these countries, while nominal interest rates have 

fallen, inflation has fallen faster, so that real interest rates 

are higher than for some time. These changes may be contributing 

to abnormally rapid growth in the dnmand for both narrow and broad 

money. 

6 In our own case, though MO is still within its target band, it 

has shown some recent acceleration and the broader monetary target 

aggregate, EM3, has been growing for much of the last year well 

above its 11 - 15% target range. One factor which has rendered the 

growth of EM3 more erratic than that of other aggregates is the 

process of financial change and in particular the sensitivity of 

Em3 to the ebb and flow of the competition between banks and 

building societies to mediate between depositors and home buyers. 

EM3 is related to bank intermediation. If this expands at the 
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expense of other intermediaries money may grow without either 

total liquidity or total credit expanding as much. Even so, 

these other measure:have been growing uncomfortably fast. 

7 	Together with trade and wage developments the perception that 

liquidity and credit were growing fast contributed to speculation 

against sterling at a time of particular uncertainty about the 

outcome of meetings relating to interest rates abroad and oil 

prices. 	As in January we have responded by interveniing in the i ;  

foreign exchange markets. 	It is not sensible to move rates by 

large amounts at times of market turbulence if other tactical 

rcoponaeo aro availablo. It would be a great mistake if the 

deLLmiltaLiuu uvL Lu be wept. 6ff 666 1 3 feet in the short run were 

to be interpreted as a failure to recongise the reality of the 

situation or to have identified the measures which will require to 

be implemented at the appropriate moment. 	Markets deliver noisy 

signals and the true signal may need time to distinguish itself 

from the noise. 

8 My Lord mayor, great changes in the City are due to be 

implemented next month: after years of preparation the changes 

known as the Big Bang are here. 	They represent a triumph of 

adaptability and vision on the part of the old and the new members 

of the Stock Exchange who have embraced the changes so 

positively. 

9 	Reform of the trading practices and in the membership rules of 

the stock Exchange were of course quite deliberately intended to 

open up the markets to competition. There is every, sign already 

that they have succeeded in releasing a great burst of energy and 
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talent. But competition can be a destructive as well as a 

constructive force. That is part of the reason why new regulatory 

arrangements are also being introduced. 	There are natural and 

proper limits, however, on the extent to which regulators can or 

should influence the behaviour of market practitioners. 

Consequently, it will be vital that all participants in markets 

exercise a degree of restraint over their own exuberance. 

Market-makers and broker-dealers will naturally strive to secure a 

market share which will support the capital which they have 

committed to their business. But if this leads to excessive 

margin-cutting they will store up trouble for themselves and the 

markets. Conversely institutional investors will need to place 

some restraint on their natural wish to take advantage of their 

bargaining power in such competitive conditions. 

10 Even those who raise funds on the markets may be well advised 

to turn away some opportunities which may come their way in the 

new environment. I have particularly in mind here the temptations 

of leveraged takeovers. We have seen developments abroad which I 

would not like to see imitated here, and we will need to give 

further thought to the issues involved. 

My Lord Mayor, I too must now exercise restraint. 	However brash 

and conglomerated the bankers and merchants may become in this 

brave new world; however early the city's day may start and 

however short our lunch breaks may become; the traditional 

hnApitality of the Mansion House will remain one of the essential 
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parts of our year. 	May I thank you and the Lady Mayoress for so 

splendidly continuing the tradition tonight, and for all that you 

have done for the City during your— periq'of office. 	Let us hope 

that when we come to reflect upon the changes that have come to 

fruition during your term, we may see in them the beginning of a 

new efflorescence of the City as a leading world financial centre. 
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FROM: MISS C E C SINCLAIR 
DATE: 13 October 1986 

PS/CHANCELLOR cc 	Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I have see the draft material for this speech attached to 

Mrs Lomax's minute of 10 October. 	
8 	„,.,eA verl 

2. 	I do not think the paragraph on page 5 referring to PEPs 

strikes quite the right note. I suggest that the second sentence 

should be amended by deleting "enthusiastic" and replacing it 

by "positive". I would also omit the reference to the building 

societies. In practice they have shown little interest in PEPs, 

given their other preoccupations. And as you know, the Halifax 

recently made it clear that they were not intending to offer a 

PEP from 1 January. 
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FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 13 October 1986 

CHANCELLOR 

 

cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

• • • I attach a revised version of the section on the Economy. I have 

shortened the section on the World Economy, as you suggested. 

Sir T Burns has recast much of the section on the Domestic Economy. 

Miss O'Mara has also made some helpful comments. 

2. 	Mrs Lomax has redrafted the section on Big Bang [note below]. 

fft 
A P HUDSON 
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THE ECONOMY 

In surveying economic developments over the past 

year and the prospects for the future, it is not 

difficult to pick out the most important single 

event. 

When we met last year, the world oil price stood at 

just under $30 a barrel. By January, it had fallen 

to $22, and in July to below $10, before coming back 

to round about the present figure of $14-15. 

Monetary Policy and the Exchange Rate 

This has, of course been a key part of the 

background against which we have been operating 

monetary policy. 

On this occasion, last year, I set out our financial 

strategy in the clearest terms. The Government was 

determined to reduce inflation further. There was 

only one way. By continuously monitoring the 

indicators of monetary conditions, and ensuring 

that they were consistent with continued lower 

inflation. If one indicator deteriorated, we would 

require convincing evidence from the others before 

concluding that this was acceptable. 
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We have done exactly that. And done it against an 

exceedingly difficult world background, with 

periods of great turbulence. 

Last year I pointed to the Plaza accord to 

facilitate a fall in the dollar. And the dollar has 

indeed fallen. By over 20 per cent against all 

currencies. Against the mark it is down by 43 per 

cent and against the yen by 54 per cent. Looked at 

over the year, the smoothness of the adjustment has 

been remarkable. But such changes cannot take place 

without some upheaval and times of intense 

speculation in financial markets. 

This time last year I did not know that oil prices 

were going to fall by half, with profound effects 

both on output and financial balances throughout the 

world. 

You will not therefore be surprised to hear that lhe 

pursuit of a constant policy has not been easy. At 

times we have had to move a little here and there 

with the storm. But we have never lost sight of our 

great purpose. And we have refused to be buffetted 

by every small wind [reference to January 19861. 

Throughout we have been guided by our strategy, and 

guided by it we shall continue to be. 



• 	
So we did not rush to make a change in interest 

rates in the supercharged atmosphere of the last 

four weeks [before and after the Washington 

meetings]. Even though it was clear to us as well 

as the markets that some change would be needed. 

The excessive expectations and exaggerated comment 

which were being generated could have led to 

excessively high interest rates. Instead we waited 

for a period of calm. And then acted in line with 

the needs of our strategy. 

My judgement is this. Public borrowing, as today's 

figures show, is on track. Monetary conditions had 

however eased. 

A lot is said about broad money and credit, but this 

was not on its own a matter of serious concern. 

[The growth of broad money has not accelerated over 

the last few months. But more importantly] 

Financial liberalisation and changing habits have 

made these measures too difficult to read for the 

time being. 

The problem was that more reliable indicators such 

as MO and the exchange rate pointed to some 

countervailing adjustment in interest rates. 

It was of course inevitable - and right - that 

sterling should fall following the halving in the 



• 	
oil price. But sterling's decline had gone beyond 

the point where oil seemed to be the only factor at 

work. And in the light of this it was desirable to 

seek to bring the growth of MO, which is still in 

its target range, back towards the centre. 

I judge that interest rates of 11 per cent at the 

short end, a margin of [7 per cent] over dollar 

rates, and up to 8 per cent in real terms are quite 

sufficient given the prospects. 

And the prospects are good. When I speak to you 

next year, though I expect we shall have seen more 

turbulence, we shall also have seen further 

successes. 	I shall be looking forward to even 

greater success in 1988. 	We shall then have had 

7 years of economic growth. 	Inflation will be at 

1950s and 1960s levels. And we shall be that much 

closer to the complete elimination of inflation 

which is the ultimate objective of current policies. 

I shall stick to present policies in the future as 

in the past. And I shall do so because they 

succeed. 

rt ...(zokALL Crvin 
	

World Economy 

Turning from the details of monetary policy and the 

exchange rate to the world economy more generally, I 



am struck by the way in which the consensus among 

Finance Ministers is spreading from broad economic 

strategy into microeconomic policies. 

We agree on the cardinal importance of 

controlling inflation. And we agree that 

the way to do this is through monetary and 

fiscal policies. 

We agree on the need to improve the supply 

performance of our economies. 	And more 

and more countries are coming to realise 

that the way to do this is by liberating 

market forces, through privatisation, 

deregulation, and tax reduction. 

We agree on the need for free markets to 

operate at the international level, as 

well as domestically. When I spoke to you 

last year, I said that a theme of the 

international meetings had been 

recognition of the need to halt the 

protectionist tide. A major step forward 

was taken last month in Uruguay, with the 

agreement to hold a further GATT round 

covering not only manufactured goods but 

agriculture and services as well. 

• 
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FROM: MRS J R LOMAX 
DATE: 13 OCTOBER 1986 

CHANCELLOR cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Evans 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Ross Goobey 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach a redraft of the section on the speech dealing with the 

Big Bang, taking in your comments and some further thoughts of 

my own. 

I am not quite sure I have achieved the desired effect on 

short-termism, though I have inserted a trailer early in the speech 

and re-jigged the final section to give it more prominence. 	Do 

you want to repeat some of the CBI material? Or say something 

new? 

You also wanted to beef up the reference to British firms' 

success in those international activities which have not been, 

in some sense, protected. Having checked with DTI and the Bank, 

I doubt whether this can be pushed any further. The foreign 

exchange and insurance examples stand up reasonably well. But 

the Bank's view is that UK houses (as distinct from London) have 

performed rather poorly in Euromarkets. Their share of the market 

has remained steady at around 10 per cent, at a time when UK 

borrowing has risen substantially. This week's Economist makes 

the same point: "EuromarkeLs are centred in London and have always 

been open to all. Yet, Warburg apart, British firms do not feature 

as serious players in the Euro equity market. In the Eurobond 

1 



market, the top five runners are all foreign....even before of 

• 	the Big Bang only eight of the top twenty brokerage firms in the 

City are still in British hands". 

I have had two additional thoughts: 	the first is about 

predatory pricing, and is directed at the Japanese.This is a 

serious worry in the City and a warning shot across the bows would 

be well received. But it raises the question of what we are going 

to do about it, and I am not sure what the answer is. You will 

want to think carefully whether to use it. (I suspect the Bank 

would on balance favour something like this). 

The second thought is an answer to the Economist's criticism 

that the new legislation misses an important opportunity. I have 

put something in about close co-operation between supervisors, 

lead supervisors, and the need to monitor the new arrangements 

carefully etc. 

Incidentally I doubt if Sir N Goodison would find it helpful 

to be referred to as the new chairman of the International Stock 

Exchange, ahead of next month's vote. I think the reference will 

go from the Governor's speech too. I have substituted a less 

specific tribute. 

RACHEL LOMAX 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach a redraft of the section on the speech dealing with the 

Big Bang, taking in your comments and some further thoughts of 

my own. 

I am not quite sure I have achieved the desired effect on 

short-termism, though I have inserted a trailer early in the speech 

and re-jigged the final section to give it more prominence. 	Do 

you want to repeat some of the CBI material? Or say something 

new? 

You also wanted to beef up the reference to British firms' 

success in those international activities which have not been, 

in some sense, protected, Having checked with DTI and the Bank, 

I doubt whether this can be pushed any further. 	The foreign 

exchange and insurance examples stand up reasonably well. 	But 

the Bank's view is that UK houses (as distinct from London) have 

performed rather poorly in Euromarkets. Their share of the market 

has remained steady at around 10 per cent, at a time when UK 

borrowing has risen substantially. This week's Economist makes 

the same point: "Euromarkets are centred in London and have always 

been open to all. Yet, Warburg apart, British firms do not feature 

as serious players in the Euro equiLy market. In the Eurobond 

1 



market, the top five runners are all foreign....even before of 

the Big Bang only eight of the top twenty brokerage firms in the 

City are still in British hands". 

I have had two additional thoughts: 	the first is about 

predatory pricing, and is directed at the Japanese. This is a 

serious worry in the City and a warning shot across the bows would 

be well received. But it raises the question of what we are going 

to do about it, and I am not sure what the answer is. You will 

want to think carefully whether to use it. (I suspect the Bank 

would on balance favour something like this). 

The second thought is an answer to the Economist's criticism 

that the new legislation misses an important opportunity. I have 

put something in about close co-operation between supervisors, 

lead supervisors, and the need to monitor the new arrangements 

carefully etc. 

Incidentally I doubt if Sir N Goodison would find it helpful 

to be referred to as the new chairman of the International Stock 

Exchange, ahead of next month's vote. I think the reference will 

go from the Governor's speech too. 	I have substituted a less 

specific tribute. 

L .  

RACHEL LOMAX 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH: DRAFT 

It is just over a fortnight since I returned from the annual 

meetings of the IMF and World Bank in Washington. As I had occasion 

to observe then, the past few weeks have seen an almost unhealthy 

preoccupation, in the markets and in the press, with very short-term 

concerns. Myopia is not of course the monopoly of financial 

markets: indeed I am on record as describing shoLL sight as British 

industry's besetting weakness. 

Maybe the two phenomena are not unrelated it is sometimes suggested 

that the myopic tendencies of British industry are reinforced 

by the growing influence of financial markets, with their heavy 

emphasis on short-term performance] 

With Big Bang less than a fortnight away, it is a disturbing 

thought, and one I shall return to later tonight. However - if 

only to set an example - I want to start by offering a longer-term 

perspective on the changes that are taking place in financial 

markets Land  what they mean both for policy and for the rest of 

the economy.] 

Big Bang  

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a response to intense 

international 	competitive 	pressures. 	Deregulation 	and 	new 

technology have transformed financial markets worldwide. The 

major financial centres are fast becoming part of a global market 

in which innovation is a way of life, and traditional distinctions, 

between national and international markets, and between different 

kinds of financial institutions, are becoming increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move so far or 

so fast to stay ahead of the international game. Supposedly 

FonsPrv-Pf- ivar3 fusty, City institutions hdve shown a capacity 

for radical long-term thinking that the rest of British industry 

might do well to emulate. 

1 



*A fair share of the credit for all this must go to Sir N Goodison 

and his team, for their far sighted leadership. 

The Government has had to move swiftly too. Constructing a credible 

regulatory framework, flexible enough to cope with continuing 

change, has already absorbed an immense amount of legislative 

time and effort. 

No one here tonight needs reminding that the Big Bang is only 

a beginning. I look forward to hearing a progress report at this 

occasion next year. 

The proposal to merge ISRO and the Stock Exchange, and to create 

an International Stock Exchange in London , could mark a further 

historic step towards integrating domestic and international 

securities market5. 

Major challenges lie ahead for everyone concerned - for the new 

self regulatory bodies and the authorities as well as for market 

practitioners. 

A great prize is within our grasp, if we can rise to these 

challenges. The chance to make London the undisputed financial 

capital not just of Europe, but perhaps of the world too. 

A thriving financial sector is crucial to the success of any free 

enterprise economy. But what we have here in London is much more: 

a national asset with enormous potential, whose development will 

bring great benefits to the whole country. 

Borrowers and lenders alike stand to gain from the development 

of more efficient capital markets. The Government - and the 

taxpayer - have an obvious interest in a more liquid gilts market, 

which will allow the PSBR to be financed on finer terms. 

A more vigorous capital market will expand the range of 

possibilities for industry too, enabling companies to tap new 

sources of funds: to hedge a wider variety of risks, through new 

markets in futures, options and swaps: and to finance investment 

and expansion, through new instruments, capable of meeting an 

2 



410 increasing range of individual needs. 

The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest growing and 

most successful industries, with an impressive record in creating 

new jobs. Financial and 138T7--tVC"rs services now employ 2 million 

people - a 15% increase on 1979. 

London's success will generate new ideas and opportunities whose 

influence will be felt far beyond the Square Mile, to the ultimate 

benefit of smaller companies and private investors who have no 

aspirations to dabble in international capital markets. 

Of course, competition and change carry high risks as well as 

high rewards - not least for those individuals whose telephone 

digit salaries have attracted so much attention. 

The new climate will be too bracing for some. 

But I do not share the pessimism of those who fear that British 

players will account for a disproportionate share of the casualties. 

However level the playing field, the home team is not without 

its advantages. British firms have moved swiftly to attract new 

capital. And I am encouraged by the thought that London survived 

as a major financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British firms were 

free to compete( - such as insurance and foreign currency 

business - ]they showed a strongly international outlook. 

We have made it clear, too, that while our financial system works 

without prejudice to nationality, the Government is committed 

to obtaining reciprocal treatment for British firms in other 

financial centres. 

My Ministerial colleagues and I have made this position clear 

to the Japanese authorities, and I am pleased to say that in the 

past year or so 3-  ILK- houses have been granted licenses to operate 

in Tokyo. More are --ihla7-e-sple-ct,p-01, 

As a final sanction, the Government is taking statutory powers 

in the Financial Services Bill to allow it to refuse to authorise, 

or to remove authorisation from, any financial institutions, 



•including banks, whose national authorities do not provide 

reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff competition 

from some well capitalised and experienced foreign concerns. 

The first line of defence must always be sound management. There 

is no long-term advantage in the single minded pursuit of market 

share, at the expense of a prudent assessment of market 

opportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

Let me add that the authorities are alert to Lhe risk that predatory 

pricing could erode the benefits of the freer competition we have 

sought so actively. Our attitude is plain. Whatever the short-run 

benefits to the consumer, such practices are ultinbely 

anti-competitive and potentially de-stabilising for the system 

as a,  whole. 

That is not to deny that there may be occasional failures: there 

may very well. It is not the Government's job to prevent financial 

companies from going out of business through their own 

mis-management - though the Government has a clear responsibility 

to minimise the risk of their customers being dragged down with 

them. 

The Government also has a duty to maintain the soundness and 

integrity of the financial system. But the private sector has 

a part to play too. And I am in no doubt that the system will 

be better able to weather the occasional storm if those who profit 

from freer markets take the opportunity to strengthen their capital 

base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt in the 1970s 

is instructive. Banks have made considerable progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. But other financial institutions 

might usefully consider whether this episode holds lessons for 

them too. 

Regulation  

One casualty no-one can afford is London's reputation for integrity 



sand sound dealing. 

The Government_ attach the highest importance to effective 

supervision, investor protection and the energetic prosecution 

of fraud. 

On fraud, as the Home Secretary recently announced, the Government 

has decided to accept most of the Roskill Committee's 

recommendations, including the creation of a new Serious Fraud 

Office. The new office will build on the experience gained in 

running the Fraud Investigation Group, which I announced two years 

ago. It will house d team with expertise in tackling the most 

serious and complex cases, taking them all the way through from 

investigation to prosecution. 

Its creation will, I am confident, mark a major advance in the 

battle against fraud. 

I am confident too that new legislation will provide a greatly 

improved framework for regulating financial services, capable 

of providing clear ground rules, while retaining the flexibility 

needed to keep pace with changing market structures. 

The Building Societies' Act has already received Royal Assent 

and comes into force on 1 January next year. 

The Financial Service Bill is now passing through its final 

Parliamentary stages. The task of providing a comprehensive 

framework for all investment business has been truly Herculean. 

The next task is no less demanding; to get the new systems up and 

running without delay - and to make sure that_ they work. 

To complete the picture, the Bank of England has greatly increased 

the resources devoted to banking supervision, and the new Board 

of Banking Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory framework 

within which the Bank operates. 

These arrangements will not, of course, operate in water tight 

compartments. 	Lead supervisors will be nominated for financial 

5 



conglomerates, whose activities span several supervisory regimes. 

•And close co-operation between supervisors will be needed, both 

to monitor the implementation of the new framework, and to ensure 

that it continues to reflect changing market activities. 

[I would not be rash enough to claim that the framework we have 

put in place will last for all time, given the changes to financial 

markets still in prospect. But I predict that it will stand us 

in good stead for some years to come.] 

Of course I well understand the concerns of those who argue that 

regulation has economic costs; and who point to the risk that, 

by insisting on high standards here, we will put ourselves at 

a competitive disadvantage relative to centres with laxer regimes. 

We hear a lot too of the risk that a version of Gresham's law 

will operate - with weak supervision driving out the strong. 

I am glad to say i see no sign yet of a "competition in laxity". 

Indeed there is an increasing recognition in New York and Tokyo 

that a competitive bidding down in regulatory standards would 

be in no-one's interest. 

But the rapid pace of change in financial markets makes it 

impossible- -and dangerous - to be complacent. 

All supervisors - in securities as well as in banking - and 

particularly those in the major financial centres, must put 

international co-operation high on their list of priorities. 

The harmonisation of regulatory standards raises formidable 

conceptual as well as practical problems. But there can be no 

dodging the issue: that must be our ultimate goal. 

I make no apology for dwelling at some length before this audience 

on the preoccupations of financial institutions and markets. But 

it is important for the rest of British industry to be alive to 

the potential risks as well as the opportunities presented by 

Big Bang. 
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I have already referred to British industry's propensity to take 

a short-term view: to investment, research and development 

expenditure, industrial training and pay. 

It is a luxury few can afford. 

Certainly the country cannot afford it. 	Whatever our prowess 
as an exporter of financial services - and I believe it will 

continue to be considerable - our future employment and prosperity 

will always depend on achieving excellence over a wide-range of 

economic activities. 

Some industrialists put the blame on financial markets. 	They 

claim that their ability to take decisions in the long-term 

interests of their company is inhibited by an excessive emphasis 

on short-term performance by fund managers. 

If there is some substance in this complaint - and I suspect there 

is - those industrialists will need to devote some effort over 

the next few years to nurturing long-term relationships with their 

investors. They might also consider how far the demand for 

short-term performance can be traced back to the pressure they 

themselves exert, as managers of their own pension funds. 

Wider share ownership 

The encouragement that this Government is giving to a wider spread 

of individual shareholding should help, since the small shareholder 

often develops a loyalty to the company in which he invests which 

leads him to take a longer-term view than many large institutional 

investors. 

Over the past 7 years more and more families have felt able to 

increase their ownership of assets beyond their own homes. Even 

before the TSB flotation, the number of individual shareholders 

had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was the 

privatisation of British Telecom, a company which still retains 

over 2 million shareholders two years on. More recently the 

TSB - albeit something of a special case - has started life as 

a plc with no fewer than 3 million shareholders. 



The PEP scheme which I introduced in my last Budget offers a further 

opportunity to. increase the numberof individual shareholders. 

With the eil-thuaie-stic co-operation of a number of institutions, 

including the Stock Exchange and some of Lhe clearing banks and-

12, 4 -..v.Q.Q.4.4)44e.s, the detailb of this ochcmc are now virtually 

finalised, and I hope to lay the necessary regulations before 

Parliament in the near future in good time for the scheme to start 

as planned next January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at a time when 

new technology should offer increasing scope for cutting costs 

on small share deals. 	So there is a last a real prospect for 
r•- 

reversing the long-term trend to institutional ower4ship of British 
I industry. 
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A I hope industry for its part will 

 

give a positive welcome to the increasing number of small 

shareholders  -  even if it involves them in some extra costs. 
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THE ECONOMY 

In surveying economic developments over the past 

year and the prospects for the future, it is not 

difficult to pick out the most important single 

event. 

When we met last year, the world oil price stood at 

just under $30 a barrel. By January, it had fallen 

to $22, and in July to below $10, before coming back 

to round about the present figure of $14-15. 

Monetary Policy and the Exchange Rate 

This has, of course been a key part of the 

background against which we have been operating 

monetary policy. 

On this occasion, last year, I set out our financial 

strategy in the clearest terms. The Government was 

determined to reduce inflation further. There was 

only one way. By continuously monitoring the 

indicators of monetary conditions, and ensuring 

that they were consistent with continued lower 

inflation. If one indicator deteriorated, we would 

require convincing evidence flora the others beforp 

concluding that this was acceptable. 
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We have done exactly that. And done it against an 

exceedingly difficult world background, with 

periods of great turbulence. 

Last year I pointed to the Plaza accord to 

facilitate a fall in the dollar. And the dollar has 

indeed fallen. By over 20 per cent against all 

currencies. Against the mark it is down by 43 per 

cent and against the yen by 54 per cent. Looked at 

over the year, the smoothness of the adjustment has 

been remarkable. But such changes cannot take place 

without some upheaval and times of intense 

speculation in financial markets. 

This time last year I did not know that oil prices 

were going to fall by half, with profound effects 

both on output and financial balances throughout the 

world. 

You will not therefore be surprised to hear that the 

pursuit of a constant policy has not been easy. At 

times we have had to move a little here and there 

with the storm. But we have never lost sight of our 

great purpose. And we have refused to be buffetted 

by every small wind [reference to January 1986]. 

Throughout we have been guided by our strategy, and 

guided by it we shall continue to be. 



So we did not rush to make a change in interest 

rates in the supercharged atmosphere of the last 

four weeks [before and after the Washington 

meetings]. Even though it was clear to us as well 

as the markets that some change would be needed. 

The excessive expectations and exaggerated comment 

which were being generated could have led to 

excessively high interest rates. Instead we waited 

for a period of calm. And then acted in line with 

the needs of our strategy. 

My judgement is this. Public borrowing, as today's 

figures show, is on track. Monetary conditions had 

however eased. 

A lot is said about broad money and credit, but this 

was not on its own a matter of serious concern. 

[The growth of broad money has not accelerated over 

the last few months. But more importantly] 

Financial liberalisation and changing habits have 

made these measures too difficult to read for the 

time being. 

The problem was that more reliable indicators such 

as MO and the exchange rate pointed to some 

countervailing adjustment in interest rates. 

It was of course inevitable - and right - that 

sterling should fall following the halving in the 



oil price. But sterling's decline had gone beyond 

the point where oil seemed to be the only factor at 

work. And in the light of this it was desirable to 

seek to bring the growth of MO, which is still in 

its target range, back towards the centre. 

I judge that interest rates of 11 per cent at the 

short end, a margin of [7 per cent] over dollar 

rates, and up to 8 per cent in real terms are quite 

sufficient given the prospects. 

And the prospects are good. When I speak to you 

next year, though I expect we shall have seen more 

turbulence, we shall also have seen further 

successes. 	I shall be looking forward to even 

greater success in 1988. 	We shall then have had 

7 years of economic growth. Inflation will be at 

1950s and 1960s levels. And we shall be that much 

closer to the complete elimination of inflation 

which is the ultimate objective of current policies. 

I shall stick to present policies in the future as 

in the past. And I shall do so because they 

succeed. 

World Economy 

Turning from the details of monetary policy and the 

exchange rate to the world economy more generally, I 
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am struck by the way in which the consensus among 

Finance Ministers is spreading from broad economic 

strategy into microeconomic policies. 

We agree on the cardinal importance of 

controlling inflation. And we agree that 

the way to do this is through monetary and 

fiscal policies. 

We agree on the need to improve the supply 

performance of our economies. 	And more 

and more countries are coming to realise 

that the way to do this is by liberating 

market forces, through privatisation, 

deregulation, and tax reduction. 

We agree on the need for free markets to 

operate at the international level, as 

well as domestically. When I spoke to you 

last year, I said that a theme of the 

international meetings had been 

recognition of the need to halt the 

protectionist tide. A major step forward 

was taken last month in Uruguay, with the 

agreement to hold a further GATT round 

covering not only manufactured goods but 

agriculture and services as well. 
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- 	Co-operation between Finance Ministers 

was taken further when we met in Tokyo in 

June, when we agreed to improve the 

/ 

process by which we work towards greater 

consistency in economic policy./ This co-

operation has been achieved partly 

because governments are concentrating 

more and more on policies which will make 

for sustainable, non-inflationary growth 

in the medium-term. This must be a better 

approach than making dramatic changes of 

policy to deal with short-term problems. 

14n4;.e.ij 	 ce4-1,4 
„T-11-(iv  industrialised countries have been going 

through a difficult phase of adjusting to the major 

shifts in relative prices which have occurred over 

the past year or so. The dollar, commodity prices, 

and oil price have all changed by huge amounts. 

Inevitably some aspects of that transition were not 

fully foreseen. 

k\r)t 

The initial effect has been to slow down the growth 

of world activity. But this pattern comes as no 

surpr i se .j After each of the massive oil price 

increases in the seventies, there was a delay of 

several months before output was decisively 

affected. The benefits of cheaper oil have yet to 

emerge, and I remain optimistic about the outlook 

- for the world economy over the next year. 



Domestic Economy 
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As the fifth largest oil producing nation the UK has 

been more affected than most by lower oil prices. 

But even so the broad pattern of developments this 

year has been in line with expectations at the time 

of the Budget. 

The Rudget itself was prepared against the 

background of falling oil prices. I used a $15 oil 

price in preparing the arithmetic and although it 

fell below that figure for a time it has proved a 

useful working assumption. 

The Exchequer lost some £51 billion in prospective 

oil revenues this year but I was still able to cut 

taxes slightly and keep Public Sector Borrowing at 

around 2 per cent of GDP. [You will have seen from 

the figures published today that so far we remain on 

track.] 

Domestic demand has risen rapidly this year as we 

expected. And inflation has fallen sharply to under 

3 per cent - better than anticipated and the lowest 

for nearly 20 years. Even excluding the beneficial 

effects of lower mortgage rates it has been only a 

little above 3 per cent. 



But we have been disappointed by the growth of world 

trade. Imports to the industtl,alised countries have 

accelerated along with higher domestic demand but 

the oil and commodity producers have cut back their 

imports much faster than anticipated. 

As a result, after 5 years of steady growth of about 

3 per cent a year, UK output growth this year has 

been slower than I envisaged at the time of the 

budget. But I do not expect that slower growth to 

continue for long and next year output growth should 

be faster than this year and faster than anticipated 

at budget t iMe e A l r ca m Ati 
.-11 1. “4,4 1 there are enr,nnrnging 

signs. 	After a slowdown earlier in the year, 

manufacturing output rose by 0.6 per cent in the 

three months to August, compared with the previous 

3 months. 

While domestic demand is expected to grow at about 

the same rate as this year, exports should continue 

the better performance of recent months. In 

particular, the exports of non-oil developing 

countries should benefit from the strong domestic 

demand growth in the industrialised countries, and 

in time this should translate into a recovery of 

imports from the industralised world. 

Following the sharp fall in inflation this year, it 

will be difficult to avoid some increase next year. 
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Obviously we are currently benefiting from the sharp 

fall in the oil price and most other commodities to 

an extent that will not continue. But at the same 

time inflationary expectations are being ratcheted 

down and I do not expect to see much change in the 

underlying inflation rate in the months immediately 

ahead. Excluding the mortgage rate inflation may 

continue to run at a little above 3 per cerit. That 

same measure may rise a littlejin the first half of 

next year as the beneficial effects of lower oil 

prices fade but I expect it to return close to 3 per 

cent by the end of next year. 

There should be no doubt about the firmness of our 

resolve on inflation. 	Not only are we determined 

that there should be no resurgence of inflation:-) 

Our aim is to eliminate it altogether. 

The most intractable problem remains unemployment 

although there are hopeful signs in today's figures, 

which show that seasonally adjusted unemployment 

fell by 22000 in September. Vacancies are at their 

highest level since the end of 1979. And it bears 

repeating that since June 1983, nearly a million new 

jobs have been created, and total employment has 

risen for 13 successive quarters - the longest 
0.44A 	 <140 

period 	of 	continuous '-'growth 	for 	2ff years. 

Unemployment has failed to respond in the same way 

primarily because of the growth in the workforce. 
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[We have sought to tackle unemployment through 

measures which will contribute to the long-term 

growth and development of the economy. Thus for 

young people we have coiluentrated on schemes such as 

the new 2-year Youth Training Scheme, which make for 

a more highly skilled workforce in future. And 

youth unemployment is now below the Common Market 

average, and falling. For the long-term unemployed, 

we offer, for example, assistance for those who want 
\ lob fr,41 

to set up their own businesses, who may then create 

jobs for others.] 

Conclusion  

One of the themes of my speech today has been the 

rapid changes in the world economy. Against this 

background, it is tempting to focus exclusively on 

short-term considerations. But the very fact of 

rapid change makes it all the more important to 

concentrate on objectives for the medium and long-

term, and how best to achieve them. 

teum -- &erwt, Oa 	e, 	 kowf,  .k1.044 .104 ,k; 	irrv weike-4--4* 14'1' 
60,4,414, We have tried to do this in Government.; The 

medium-term financial strategy has been, and will 

continue to be, a discipline for us, and a stable 

framework within which the private sector can plan. 

We have always made clear our policies of tax 

reduction, tax reform, privatisation, and wider 

share ownership, which I reaffirmed last week. 

• 
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[Looking ahead is also important in the financial 

markets. The firms who succeed after Big Bang will 

need strong strategic leadership, as well as shrewd 

dealers.] 

Perhaps most important of all, industry nepds to 

look to the long-term, to seize the opportunities 

that will come the way of British firms which can 

compete in world markets. This means more research 

and development, better training, and a more 

realistic approach to pay and costs. 

The events of the past year have revealed the 

underlying strength of the British economy. I can 

assure you, my Lord Mayor, that I shall do all in my 

power to maintain the policies which created that 

strength. 
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